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Abstract

Sonar is a vital technology for the detection of objects in the water. Sonar systems have been redefined over many decades, but research is still being conducted into optimal detection methods. Codes, and the filters that process the codes, have been at the forefront of this research. An important objective has been the minimization of interference caused by reflections. Matched filters are commonly used in sonar systems. They are equivalent to correlation filters, which are bound by the Welch bound. The Welch bound governs the minimum peak correlation for points outside of detection.

This thesis investigated matched filters and their bounds, and it was found that by relaxing the condition for detection, properties beyond the Welch bound could be achieved. By relaxing these conditions, the Welch bound no longer applies, and so a modified Welch bound was developed to accurately investigate the nature of these codes. In this thesis, methods to generate codes for these new codes were investigated. Generating codes for a matched filter is a non-convex problem, so gradient based methods were utilised. Methods to improve correlation and power characteristics were developed, along with methods for mapping a sequence for use with a digital transmitter having particular limitations. Mis-matched filters were used to improve signal characteristics that may be lost due to this mapping.

The performance of the generated codes was evaluated, and the relationships between input parameters and output properties of the resulting signal were observed. These performance assessments demonstrate that tradeoffs are required between various properties, and a balance is needed to obtain codes useful for sonar. The optimization was parametrized by an example set of requirements for sonar. The signals were found to meet the
given requirements, and when compared to codes typically used in sonar, the optimized signals were shown to have significantly better correlation properties. Furthermore, compared to the general bounds for the properties of codes, it was found that the new codes had nearly optimal properties, and performed better than equivalent codes bounded by the Welch bound.

The performance of codes were also investigated in a water tank to verify their feasibility. There were several additional considerations which limit codes that can be tested, and once these are taken into account the test provided a robust method to verify the design process. Initial tests showed results that differed from simulations, but after the inclusion of zero padding before upscaling, the results from empirical testing agree with simulation.

Summarizing the research in this thesis, a new set of codes were developed using a gradient based optimization method. The codes were mapped to a digital transmitter, and the filter adjusted using a mis-matched filter. The optimization was shown to generate near optimal codes which met all the given sonar system requirements.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Underwater sonar has been a vital technology for detection of objects in the surrounding environment. Utilised in nature and in modern technology, sonar is a simple yet accurate scheme that provides a large amount of information regarding nearby obstacles in a short amount of time. Underwater sonar uses acoustic pressure waves [57] pulsed into the water, which are reflected by objects in the water and received back as echoes. By aligning the received pulses with the sent pulse, the time delay between reflections can be resolved with high accuracy and can be used as an indicator for the distance between the transmitter and obstacles.

Sonar detectors were initially developed for military purposes, to assist the US Navy in detecting enemy submarines during WWII [52]. Several classified reports were produced, later declassified, providing an in depth analysis on sonar systems and the signal processing used to maximise detection [10]. This sparked a new field of research into signal processing, and produced innovations in detection systems with broad applications.

Modern day applications of sonar still include military use, but the scope has broadened to include commercial fishing as well as recreational fishing, stimulating research in these new applications [1, 29, 41]. For fishers, it is useful to know if fish are nearby before attempting to catch, as this saves time and resources. Underwater detectors provide a useful aid to
detect fish, providing direction for fishing spots, indicating the depth of the sea as well as potential obstacles which may interfere with fishing [31].

Unlike the military application, which typically involves detection of large objects, fishing requires the detection of signals of various relative strength [32]. Fish typically reflect a weaker signal, compared to reflections off the sea floor [51]. This introduces difficulties in accurate detection, especially if reflections overlap. A major objective of this thesis is to investigate methods to produce ideal codes for the scenarios discussed above. To understand this further, it is useful to first look at the sonar system in detail.

1.1 Sonar systems

Sonar systems vary in design and functionality; however the core concept of these systems remains the same. The typical sonar system is based on an echo, and is illustrated in Figure 1.1. A transmitter pulses a signal into a medium, where it travels through and is reflected by any obstacles along the path. A receiver picks up these reflections as one long signal. Once reflections are identified, the relative delay between transmitting and receiving pulses can be calculated according to the velocity equation in Equation (1.1). Using the time delay, and the known velocity constant in water, the distance $d$ of a reflected pulse can be calculated. This distance is used to identify any potential obstacles, or points of interest such as fish.

\[ d = vt \]  

where $v$ is the velocity of sound in the water, $t$ is the elapsed time between transmission and reception, and $d$ is the distance the pulse travelled, both forward and back.

Although the concept of sonar systems is simple, robust detection is difficult. In simple cases each reflection can be distinguished easily as peaks
in the signal, however this can become difficult when reflections overlap and are distorted. To aid in distinguishing these signals, a filter is typically used to compare the transmitted signal against the received signal. The output of this filter is then used to identify the likelihood of any point in the received signal being a reflection of the transmitted signal. The use of this filter can be very powerful - if designed effectively, received pulses can be identified with high accuracy, identifying delays by as little as 1 sample. However the design of the filter response is challenging, as both the filter coefficients and the transmit pulse must be designed.

One implementation of filter design is the matched filter, introduced in the following section, Section 1.1.1.

1.1.1 Matched Filter

The matched filter is a common filter used in sonar detection [34]. The matched filter is the optimal filter to maximize the signal to noise ratio, or SNR, of a known signal in Gaussian noise. If the noise in underwater sonar is assumed to be Gaussian, then the matched filter is the optimal filter for detecting reflections of a transmitted pulse. Several sources have analyzed
noise for underwater environments [8, 39], and although not truly Gaussian the noise can be modeled as Gaussian as a first approximation.

Details of the matched filter are explored further in Section 2.1. For now, it is important to note that the output to a matched filter is equivalent to the correlation algorithm between a transmitted signal and the received signal, shown in Equation (1.2) below.

\[ R_{fg}[k] = \langle f[n], g^*[n - k] \rangle = \sum_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f[n]g^*[n - k] \quad (1.2) \]

For optimal output of the filter, the filter output should be optimized for desired sonar properties such as resolution. Using the matched filter, this is equivalent to optimizing the autocorrelation and cross correlation of transmitted signals. This provides a simple set of inputs to vary, the transmitted codes, which can then be converted to matched filter coefficients. However this optimization of correlation properties are not trivial, as explored in Chapter 3.

Several considerations exist for the design of underwater sonar systems, which guide properties and objectives for optimization in the sonar system. These considerations are explored in the next section, Section 1.1.2.

### 1.1.2 Underwater Sonar

Underwater sonar adds several complications to sonar design. In underwater sonar, pulses typically reflect off marine life and off the ocean floor. These different sets of objects reflect pulses at different intensities. Reflections off the ocean floor and off solid obstacles are relatively strong in power, while reflections from fish are typically weak.

Additionally, there are typically multiple reflections for fish due to the swim bladder [5], as well as the shape and type of fish [11]. The multiple weak reflections are likely to overlap, and for detection reflections need to
be resolved for separate fish, and ideally grouped for the same fish. This requirement can be described as fish to fish resolution.

For fish in similar locations, reflected signals are expected to be similar in strength. To resolve them, the Rayleigh Criterion must be met. The Rayleigh Criterion was originally conceived for the optical resolution of objects [14], however has been shown to apply to signal resolution in general [7]. An example of this resolution is shown in Figure 1.2. This figure demonstrates that for signals of similar strength to be clearly resolved as separate signals, the points of overlap must not exceed half the strength of the peak of the signal. This is equivalent to the -3 dB point of each signal. To resolve fish with high distance resolution, the reflected signals off each fish must be able to be resolved with minimal distance between peaks. This requirement is equivalent to minimizing the distance of the -3 dB point from the centre peak, for each signal.

Furthermore, any fish near the sea floor need to be detected as well. This involves detection of a strong signal from the sea floor, and a weak signal from the fish. Empirically this has been noted to differ as much as 40 dB in signal strength between each peak [12, 28, 49]. Since the fish in this scenario is located near the sea floor, it is expected that the signals will overlap. This introduces a new requirement for resolution, to be able to resolve a weaker signal while overlapping with a stronger signal. This is not trivial, as these signals differ by as much as 40 dB, requiring overlapping points in the strong signal to be lower than the peak of the weaker signal. In other words

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{rayleigh_criterion}
\caption{Illustration of the Rayleigh Criterion, for resolving signals.}
\end{figure}
in the strong signal these overlapping points must be below -40 dB from the main peak. It should be noted that this scenario does not require the same distance resolution as for fish to fish resolution, instead has a looser requirement for resolution. This provides more flexibility in the design.

1.2 Proposed Sonar System

Typical sonar systems use a pressure-based transmitter to create pressure waves, and a receiving hydrophone to pick up reflected waves, measuring the time for them to return. Beamforming is used in conjunction to provide spatial information. However these sonar techniques have limitations.

A major limitation of typical sonar systems is the angular range. A single sonar projector can only transmit effectively in a limited range of angles, limiting the angles at which objects can be detected by the sonar system. One way to improve this range is to use multiple transmitters and receivers. However simply repeating projectors across the bottom of the boat would result in overlapping ranges for the projector, necessary to eliminate blind spots. This would result in transmitted pulses interfering with each other. If the pulses interfere, then the beam pattern would be affected — the beam pattern could not be used in beamforming calculations for position or for target strength estimation.

The solution to this problem is to use codes orthogonal for all time delays on each transmitter, so that if transmitted or reflected signals overlap the signals do not significantly interfere with each other, allowing the beam pattern to remain consistent and beamforming to remain accurate. The system is shown in Figure 1.3. This system is set up on the bottom of a boat or fishing vessel, and detects objects below the vessel in a 2D slice. As the boat moves along a series of slices are taken, to eventually form a map of the ocean floor. The design of these codes is non-trivial, as noted in Chapter 2. Additionally the codes are required to meet resolution requirements for underwater sonar environments, as described earlier in Section 1.1.2.
1.3 Additional Considerations

There are various considerations around sonar systems affecting the quality of detection. In particular, noise is a significant factor that should be minimised for optimal detection. Much research has been undertaken to investigate various noise properties, and noise sources in the ocean [42, 55], however in most cases the noise can be assumed to be Gaussian noise [50]. To reduce the effect of this noise, it is useful to look at the receiving filter.

Several filters have been researched for sonar, including the Eckart Filter [9], the matched filter [16], and the mismatched filter [2]. It has been found that for white Gaussian noise (AWGN), the Matched Filter is the most effective filter for maximising signal to noise ratio (SNR). The matched filter is equivalent to a correlation filter that measures the correlation between a template signal, in this case the transmit signal, and a received signal. By using the transmit signal as a template the optimal detection can be made for that transmit signal.

Another consideration is the transmit signal itself. Through empirical experiments it was found that different transmit signals produce different filter responses in the matched filter, which affects the matching of non-
perfect signals such as those distorted by noise or interference. To optimize SNR and minimize interference, a method is needed to find the optimal transmit pulse. Signal design for detection is an area of active research and is explored further in Section 1.4.

1.4 Codes and sequences

Code and sequence design is a relatively abstract field with a broad range of applications in signal processing. In particular it is useful in communication systems and detection systems such as for sonar.

Pulses used in sonar systems are typically optimised to produce ideal responses in receiving equipment. Various codes have been explored such as Gold codes [17], Zadoff-Chu sequences [36], and other poly-phase codes with good aperiodic properties [13]. These codes have good correlation properties with a wide range of applications, including application in sonar. These codes follow a pattern which make them easy to generate, however they are also limited in their properties with high peak errors for aperiodic systems. Optimization techniques have been applied for receiving filters [46] to improve properties, and although these optimized filters show improvement they are still limited in properties for resolution.

Bounds for general codes have been determined in the Welch bound [54], describing bounds on the peak correlation error. The Welch bound shows bounds on what properties can be achieved, however do not show how to achieve them. The Welch bound shown in Equation (1.3) shows the optimal bound on correlation properties, indicating the minimum possible level of the peak error in correlation detection.

\[
c_{\text{max}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - 1}{M(2N - 1) - 1}}
\]  

(1.3)

where

\(c_{\text{max}}\) is the correlation bound,
$M$ is the number of codes, and $N$ is the length of each code.

Applied to underwater sonar for fish detection, we can observe the expected performance for fish detection systems. Typical parameters are $M=2$ and $N=[100-1000]$. In the Welch bound, this equates to $c_{\text{max}} \geq -26.988$ dB for $N=100$ and $c_{\text{max}} \geq -36.017$ dB for $N=1000$. Referring back to Section 1.1, the expected difference of strength in reflections are -40 dB for fish to bottom detection, and -3 dB for detection between fish. In this case, the requirement to resolve both fish and the sea floor is not met, and so detection cannot be reliably performed.

This set of parameters is limited to codes governed by the Welch bound - codes that ideally have delta like autocorrelation and zero cross correlation. However, it has been empirically observed that some codes can have better than Welch bound performance if the target properties are modified. By targeting a main lobe of detection in autocorrelation instead of a delta function, the correlation properties outside the main lobe have been observed to be significantly lower. This result has stimulated the research into alternative codes that can achieve better than Welch bound performance, and this development is a core result of this thesis.

Having observed the scope of the system, and potential bounds of these systems, it is now useful to see how these requirements convert to pulse and filter design. The next chapter, Chapter 2, details design considerations for the sonar system designed in this thesis, exploring the matched filter system and how sonar properties affect the filter.
Chapter 2
Code Design

Several codes exist for sonar, as noted in Section 1.4, using the matched filter as a detection filter for the sonar system. The properties of the codes and filter are governed by the Welch bound [54], describing a bound on the minimum peak correlation outside the peak autocorrelation. These filters target a delta-like detection, however investigation in sonar properties have suggested an alternative approach may overcome the Welch bound, and have been verified empirically. To aid investigation into this new approach, the Welch bound is investigated and extended for these new properties.

To begin this investigation into the design of codes, it is useful to first look at the detection system, matched filtering.

2.1 Matched Filtering

Introduced in Section 1.1.1, the matched filter is the optimal filter for maximizing SNR in the detection of a known signal, in Gaussian noise. This is particularly useful for sonar, as obstacle information is not typically obtained from the pulse itself, rather from the time delay of reflections, and from beamforming. Detection of reflections involve detection of a known signal, the transmitted pulse, so a filter can be used to ideally detect this reflected pulse with high accuracy, in Gaussian noise.
To understand why the matched filter is optimal, and the benefits it provides towards sonar, it is useful to first derive the matched filter itself.

2.1.1 Derivation of the Matched Filter

The derivation below is one possible derivation for the matched filter, derived by Rabbani using matrix algebra [38]. The process looks at a general filter, then substitutes the filter into the definition of SNR and maximizes to find the optimal filter for SNR.

The derivation begins by observing the general linear filter, as shown in Equation (2.1). This takes an input $x$ and convolves with the filter $h$ to produce an output sequence $y$. The input is defined by (2.2). Here, the input sequence $x$ is defined as the signal $s$ plus the noise $v$. This noise can be described by a covariance matrix, as described by (2.3). The general filter defines the filter output as it varies over time, however for detection the filter should have, at some point in the output, a single optimal output maximizing SNR.

$$y[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} h[n-k]x[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

$$x = s + v$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

$$R_v = E\{vv^H\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

The filter output for a single point is defined in (2.4). This shows the output of the filter, $y$, as the convolution with a general filter $h$ with the input vector $x$. This output will be shown to be optimal for a particular solution to the filter $h$. The output $y$ is separated into the signal component and noise component of the output, $y_s$ and $y_v$ respectively.

$$y = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} h^*[k]x[k] = h^Hx = h^Hs + h^Hv = y_s + y_v$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

The SNR is defined as the power of the desired signal over the power of the noise. As noise varies, the expected power of the noise is taken for
analysis. This is shown in (2.5). Substituting the definition of each output component gives (2.6).

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{|y_s|^2}{E\{|y_v|^2\}} \quad (2.5)
\]

\[
= \frac{|h^H s|^2}{E\{|h^H v|^2\}} \quad (2.6)
\]

\(h\) is a constant filter, and so the bottom line can be expanded as shown in (2.7). Additionally, the covariance matrix is substituted in.

\[
E\{|h^H v|^2\} = E\{(h^H v)(h^H v)^H\} = h^H E\{vv^H\} h = h^H R_v h \quad (2.7)
\]

Using (2.7), the SNR can now be represented by (2.8). This equation is modified in (2.9) to introduce \(R_v^{1/2} R_v^{-1/2}\) in the top line, which is equivalent to multiplying by 1, and in the bottom line the covariance matrix is split into two terms of \(R_v^{1/2}\). This step appears counterproductive, however will assist with simplification further in the derivation.

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{|h^H s|^2}{h^H R_v h} \quad (2.8)
\]

\[
\text{SNR} = \frac{|(R_v^{1/2} h)^H (R_v^{-1/2} s)|^2}{(R_v^{1/2} h)^H (R_v^{1/2} h)} \quad (2.9)
\]

The next step uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, as shown in (2.10), where equality is met if \(a\) and \(b\) are collinear, as indicated in (2.11).

\[
|a^H b|^2 \leq (a^H a)(b^H b) \quad (2.10)
\]

Equality if

\[
a = \alpha b \quad (2.11)
\]

where \(\alpha\) is a scalar.

Using this inequality to expand the absolute square term, the following result in (2.12) can be obtained. This step also groups terms \(R_v^{1/2} h\),
and groups $R_v^{-1/2}s$. This inequality enables the expression to be greatly simplified, to the expression in (2.13).

$$\text{SNR} = \frac{|(R^{1/2}_v h)(R_v^{-1/2}s)|^2}{(R^{1/2}_v h)^H(R^{1/2}_v h)} \leq \frac{[(R^{1/2}_v h)(R_v^{-1/2}s)(R^{1/2}_v h)]}{(R^{1/2}_v h)^H(R^{1/2}_v h)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.12)

$$\text{SNR} = \frac{|(R^{1/2}_v h)(R_v^{-1/2}s)|^2}{(R^{1/2}_v h)^H(R^{1/2}_v h)} \leq s^HR_v^{-1}s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.13)

As stated earlier, equality is met if vectors are collinear. Observing (2.13), the bound is met if $R^{1/2}_v h = \alpha R_v^{-1/2}s$, where $\alpha$ is a scalar. Rearranging for $h$ gives the optimal filter for SNR, in Equation (2.14).

$$h = \alpha R_v^{-1}s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

If the noise is Gaussian, then the covariance matrix $R_v$ is unitary, leaving the expression for the optimal filter to maximize SNR in Gaussian noise. The Gaussian noise matched filter is shown in (2.15).

$$h = \alpha s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Observing the output of this filter substituted into the linear filter, as shown in (2.16), it can be seen that the matched filter in Gaussian noise is equivalent to the correlation algorithm (2.17).

$$y[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{\infty} s^*[n-k]x[k]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

$$R_{f,g}[n] = \sum_{k=-\infty}^{+\infty} f[k]g^*[k-n]$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

This equivalence provides a powerful tool to observe the expected output of a matched filter, when designing a signal. With the matched filter defined, applications to sonar can be investigated to maximize properties in sonar detection. These are investigated in the following Section 2.1.2.
2.1.2 Application in Sonar

In sonar, the matched filter is used as a likelihood detector for reflected signals. A designed signal is transmitted into the water, where it is reflected by objects and obstacles. These reflections are picked up by the receiver, and passed through the matched filter.

The matched filter returns the correlation based on the relative offset of the matching signal, in this case the transmitted pulse, and the reflected signal composed of several reflected pulses. If a reflected pulse is similar to the transmitted pulse then the filter will output the autocorrelation function, with a peak when the matching signal and the reflected pulse are aligned. This peak allows for high accuracy alignment in time, facilitating the calculation of time delay in transmitting and receiving pulses, which in turn allows for calculation of distance with high resolution.

Simple detection mechanisms use a threshold to detect the output of a filter [24], though these mechanisms can be assisted by prefilters [22]. For optimal detection, the output filter should only output above the threshold for detection, and zero otherwise. In reality, codes have a minimum correlation level outside the peak detection, bounded by the Welch bound [54]. The properties of correlation affect overlapping signals and the strength of signals that can be reliably resolved.

To overcome these bounds, an alternative approach was explored by modifying the definition of detection, to detect signals with varying resolution. Early experiments suggested that improvements could be made to the correlation properties in the matched filter, by targeting a main lobe of detection instead of a delta-like detection. This main lobe showed that lower correlation could be achieved beyond the detection region. In the main lobe, this worsens the level of strength that signals that can be resolved reliably, however improves the level of strength that signals can be resolved outside the main lobe.

To implement this, the filter shape can be designed to fit a modified box+delta shape for autocorrelation, and minimally flat cross correlation
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when detecting other codes. This provides a simple target to optimize the code set, and is discussed further in Section 2.2. Before investigating these properties, it is first useful to investigate an alternative to the matched filter used in sonar systems. This filter is discussed in Section 2.1.3.

2.1.3 Mis-Matched Filter

Alternatives to the matched filter have been investigated, in cases where it may not be feasible to optimize correlation properties to a sufficient level. [30] Research as early as 1969 have investigated mis-matched filters, filters initially designed to be matched to a signal and are then modified for better properties [30]. The codes in previous research were short and so could be optimized manually per offset, however more recent research have shown more practical applications and quantized losses [40, 47].

Notably, with a mismatched filter the matching is no longer against the same code, so there is a loss in the central peak. However mis-matched filtering allows for significant side lobe peak reduction, resulting in an overall improvement in performance. The details of implementing the mismatched filter are developed further in Section 3.3.

2.2 Properties

The output of a matched filtered sonar system is equivalent to the correlation of a target signal, in the case of sonar the correlation with the transmitted sonar pulse. The correlation properties are shaped to maximize the likelihood of correct detection of objects and obstacles in the water. Regions of detection are categorized into the main lobe in autocorrelation, a region of detection centered around the peak in autocorrelation, and side lobes, areas outside the main lobe of detection which are considered errors in detection.

Ideal properties for use in this system are described below, discussing
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how the properties correspond to correlation properties.

- Fish to Bottom Detection
- Fish to Fish Detection
- Interference Rejection
- Pulse Length
- Power Shaping

As discussed in Section 1.1.2, reflections of a signal from a fish near the ocean floor is about -40 dB less than the reflection from the ocean floor itself. To correctly resolve any overlapping detections in the filter, the side lobes need to be less than -40 dB relative to the main lobe peak. This ensures that if a strong signal from the ocean floor is reflected and an overlapping weaker signal is also reflected from a fish, the weaker signal can still be correctly detected without the possibility of mistaking it for the side lobe in the strong signal. The filter response comparing the strong and weak signals can be seen in Figure 2.1.

In contrast, for fish to fish resolution similar strength signals require overlapping components to be below -3 dB, according to the Rayleigh Criterion discussed in Section 1.1.2. This -3 dB roll off from peak detection is set as close to the peak, to maximize time resolution.

Fish to fish resolution is easily met if the fish to bottom detection is met, as when side lobes are below -40 dB they will be well below -3 dB. A box-like function can be used to distinguish regions for side lobes below -40 dB from a main lobe for detection at 0 dB. However this function does not allow for detection of similar signals within the main lobe. Instead, the function can be modified to shift the main lobe outside a single point of detection down to -3 dB, equivalent to a box function plus a delta function. This box+delta function can be observed in Figure 2.2, where the side lobes are set below -40 dB, the main lobe is set below -3 dB and the central peak
detection is at 0 dB. This allows for signals of significant power difference to be resolved in the side lobe, while signals of similar strength can be resolved in both the side lobes and in the main lobe, providing multiple levels of detection.

In the sonar system, the physical arrangement of projectors are used to increase the angular range of detection. To provide a complete range without gaps, there will be a small overlap between projectors. This will result in codes transmitted from one projector to be potentially received on neighbouring hydrophones. For correct detection, each receiver should only detect the one code and reject codes transmitted from neighbouring projectors. In the receiving filter, this requirement is interference rejection, requiring minimum cross correlation between pulses. The filter should be designed to equally minimize the output when receiving codes from other projectors.

Sonar systems detect for a range of depths and resolutions, and so have different intervals where a pulse can be transmitted before the first reflection needs to be detected. For short distances, the time between the
Figure 2.2: Box+delta function to define ideal detection of a pulse. Multiple levels of detection allows for variable resolution between strong pulses and for between strong and weak pulses.

beginning of a transmit pulse and the time when the first reflection is detected is short, so a short transmit pulse is required. For longer distances, a longer time window is available before a reflection is detected so the transmit pulse can be longer. If the sampling frequency is kept constant, then a longer signal allows for a larger number of samples in the code.

In the Welch bound, the bound on the maximum correlation error, it can be observed earlier from Equation (1.3) that larger values of code length \( N \) allow for a lower maximum correlation error. For sonar, a longer pulse length allows for better correlation properties, so in the matched filter allows for lower side lobes. This suggests that codes should be designed for the longest code length possible for a given range, to allow for better side lobe properties. This is in contrast to the previous timing requirement, limiting code length based on the available time window, and so a balance must be met between optimal codes and requirements for sonar systems.

Sonar transmitters ideally have perfect recreation of the designed signal in the transmit pulse for detection, however for sonar these systems usually require high power transmitters to achieve long range detection. This imposes limitations on the signal that can be transmitted, based on the
power system supplying the transmitter. Power systems are typically designed to provide a constant supply of power [33], so systems typically struggle to respond to high variations in power that needs to be supplied. In these cases, if there is too high a variation in the power drawn, the signal is distorted since power cannot be supplied. This distortion is especially present at the beginning of a signal, when there is a sharp variation from zero power supplied to the start of the signal. To minimize distortion, the beginning of a transmitted signal should ramp up slowly in power. This reduces variation in power, so the power system can supply enough current, and can be achieved by shaping the magnitude of the designed code.

Another limitation in power is transformer ringing, or ferroresonance [15]. This ringing is common in high power systems with magnetic and capacitive components, caused by energized components such as transformers and capacitors oscillating energy between each other. This oscillation occurs even when the switch to the input circuit is open, and so cannot be solved by simply shutting off the input. To mitigate this phenomenon, the magnitude of the code can be ramped down at the end to reduce trailing ringing after the pulse has ended. This minimizes the residual power oscillating in the transformer, reducing the power of the ringing, and minimizing potential interference outside the transmitting interval.

These properties guide the design of codes, to design for correlation as well as for the code itself. Beyond these properties, there is an additional consideration for the sonar system, concerning the transmitter. A novel digital transmitter was designed and developed outside of the work presented in this thesis, however has several constraints on signals that can be transmitted. This is investigated in the following Section 2.3.
2.3 Digital Transmitter

Transitional transmitter systems take complex samples and transmit at the passband frequency, as amplitude and phase offsets. However these transmitter schemes are not ideal, as they are power limited, and require a large amount of data to be stored. An alternative transmitter was proposed to overcome these limitations, a ‘digital transmitter’. This digital transmitter transmits whole cycles and modulates the frequency of each cycle, to attain phase properties when sampled.

This can be seen in Figure 2.3. Phase is controlled by setting the length of each cycle, stored as a coefficient of half the length labeled half-pulse width or HPW. The amplitude is controlled by setting the pulse width of positive and negative pulses, each centered at the peak and trough of an equivalent sine wave, and stored as a pulse width coefficient AMP. When filtered, the red digital transmitted signal smooths to a signal similar to the blue signal of sinusoids.

The digital transmitter was proposed and developed before the work presented in this thesis had begun, and is a required component in the
The design of this transmitter has been developed, however codes to drive this transmitter had yet to be designed. A significant limitation of this digital transmitter is the non-regular cycles generated for the signal. The sampling operation is regular, and so can be determined relative to the transmit rate, however the cycles generated are non-regular, each cycle’s position in time is determined by the cumulative lengths of previous cycles. Additionally, cycles are not guaranteed to overlap with a sample point, or may span several sample points. The cumulation of these problems make it difficult to design a signal using linear methods.

Another property of signals generated by this digital transmitter is the amplitude of the signal. The signal is a square-like function, which when filtered for the first harmonic produces a sinusoidal wave. The amplitude coefficient in the digital transmitter is not the same as the amplitude of a sinusoidal wave, however is bound by a function. This function can be found by taking the Fourier series of the waveform, and observing the first harmonic. Observing the digitally transmitted function as (2.18):

\[
 f(t) = \begin{cases} 
 +1 & \frac{T}{4} \leq t \leq \left(1 + \frac{AMP}{AMP_{\text{max}}} \right) \frac{T}{4} \\
 -1 & \left(1 - \frac{AMP}{AMP_{\text{max}}} \right) \frac{T}{4} + \frac{3T}{2} \leq t \leq \left(1 + \frac{AMP}{AMP_{\text{max}}} \right) \frac{T}{4} + \frac{3T}{2} \\
 0 & \text{else} 
\end{cases} 
\] (2.18)

For Fourier analysis, it is easier to observe the interval from 0 to \( T/4 \), then repeat for the whole waveform, as it is symmetric along the sine wave. Since the waveform is sinusoidal, there are no DC components nor cosine
components in the series. The computation simplifies to the following.

\[
b_{n=1} = -\frac{2}{T} \int_0^T x(t)\sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{T}\right) dt
\]

\[
= 4 \times -\frac{2}{T} \int_0^{\frac{T}{1-\frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}}} \sin\left(\frac{2\pi t}{T}\right) dt
\]

\[
= 4 \times -\frac{22\pi}{T} \cos\left(\frac{2\pi t}{T}\right) \bigg|_{\frac{T}{1-\frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}}}^{\frac{T}{2}}
\]

\[
= -\frac{16\pi}{T} \left( \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2}\right) - \cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2} \left(1 - \frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}\right)\right) \right)
\]

\[
= -\frac{16\pi}{T} \left( -\cos\left(\frac{\pi}{2} - \frac{\pi}{2} \frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}\right) \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{16\pi}{T} \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} \frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}\right)
\]

Scaling factors can be ignored, as the signal should be scaled to maximum power for maximum range. Observing the mapping relationship, the relation simplifies to (2.19), providing a simple equation for the control coefficient and the effective amplitude of the filtered signal. This function is monotonic increasing and one-to-one [44], providing useful properties in mapping.

\[
\text{Amplitude} = \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{2} \frac{AMP}{AMP_{max}}\right) \tag{2.19}
\]

However, like with phase, the non-regular cycles of the digital transmitter limit the usefulness of the amplitude property, specifically in cases when a single cycle spans multiple samples. When this occurs, a single cycle will control the amplitude of multiple samples when downsampled, which limits samples which can be mapped accurately.

A solution proposed in this thesis is to use an alternative method to transmit signals, using a method similar to minimum shift keying, or MSK modulation [20]. This alternative is referred to hereafter as the MSK digital transmitter. The MSK digital transmitter generates cycles at the carrier frequency, varies the amplitude per cycle then circularly phase shifts each cycle depending on the related sample. This can be seen in the example
in Figure 2.4. By circularly phase shifting the sample, the overall cycle length remains the same. This simplifies the mapping of a sequence to the transmitter, as the lengths of samples are now regularly spaced. However a major limitation of the MSK digital transmitter is the discontinuities between samples. When cycles are generated at the centre frequency, the waveform is continuous, however phase shifts cause the cycles to no longer be continuous at the borders of samples.

The MSK digital transmitter is an alternative option for a transmitter, in the case that the original digital transmitter is not accurate enough. Note that this alternative is not ideal in signal properties, due to discontinuities between samples, however is offered as a viable alternative. For the remainder of the thesis, the original digital transmitter is used for design, to target compatibility with existing resources.

With the characteristics of the digitally transmitted signal defined, it is now possible to produce signals for the system that accurately represent designed codes. This is developed further in Section 3.2.

Before discussing methods to generate codes, it is first useful to observe theoretical performance of codes. This introduces another method to evaluate codes, to check for optimal performance. This theoretical performance is explored in the next section, Section 2.4, deriving bounds for expected correlation properties in codes.
2.4 Welch Bound (and beyond)

Typical matched filtered systems rely on the properties of autocorrelation and cross correlation to produce an effective likelihood detector. For these systems, ideal detection occurs when the matched signal is perfectly aligned to the reflected pulse, and would otherwise reject the pulse. Here, the ideal code characteristics correspond to a delta like autocorrelation and zero cross correlation. In reality correlation properties have a minimum level of correlation outside the centre of autocorrelation, contributing towards errors in matched filter detection. These correlation properties are bound by the Welch bound, which indicate the optimal bound to minimize peak correlation error.

2.4.1 Welch Bound

In 1974, Welch developed bounds on correlation describing the limits of a matched filter [54]. He noted that although several researchers had looked at autocorrelation, there was little that included cross correlation of signals. The aim of the correspondence was to establish bounds on how small cross correlation and autocorrelation values could be.

Welch’s derivation of the bounds begins with a set of vectors describing the code set as \{
(\alpha_1^\nu,...,\alpha_L^\nu) : v = 1, ..., M\}, where there are M codes each of length L. The components of \alpha_i^\nu are complex numbers, and the norm of each code is 1, as indicated below.

$$c_{\nu,\nu}(0) = \sum_{i=1}^{L} |\alpha_i^\nu|^2 = 1$$

The first theorem starts with an inner product of M vectors each of length L and norm 1. For now, relative offsets between vectors are ignored, and are considered later.

Define correlation as

$$c_{\nu,\lambda} = \sum_{i=1}^{L} \alpha_i^\nu \bar{\alpha}_i^\lambda$$
and

\[ c_{\text{max}} = \max_{v \neq \lambda} |c_{v,\lambda}| \]

Welch’s first theorem (inner products) is,

\[ c_{\text{max}} \geq \frac{1}{M - 1} \left( \frac{M}{L} - 1 \right) \]

**Proof : (Welch1)**

The proof begins with the expected bound if all error is set to worst case, \( c_{\text{max}} \).

The equation in (2.20) compares the worst case sum of correlation with the actual sum of correlation across all combinations of vectors in the set. The sum across each point in the cross correlation algorithm is taken, for cross correlation between each and every vector, including the same vector. The number of cross correlation pairs is \( M \times M \). Since each vector has a norm of 1, if it matches with itself then the autocorrelation will have a value of 1. There are \( M \) vectors so this matched correlation occurs \( M \) times, summing to \( 1 \times M = M \). The vectors will not match in combinations \( M^2 - M \) or \( M(M - 1) \), and each contribute a value \( c_{\text{max}}^2 \). The sum of correlation for non-matching vectors becomes \( M(M - 1) \times c_{\text{max}}^2 \), describing the left side of the inequality. The right side shows the squared norm of correlation, summed across all combinations of vectors in the set.

\[ M(M - 1)c_{\text{max}}^2 + M \geq \sum_{v,\lambda} |c_{v,\lambda}|^2 = B \quad (2.20) \]

Here it is useful to look to another derivation, which proves an equivalent result using a simpler method.
2.4.2 Capocelli

At this point, it is easier to understand the Welch bound for complex hermitian space using the derivation in Capocelli [3]. Here the correlation is represented as an inner product, and simplifies $B$ as an inequality.

$$c_{i,j} = \langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle$$

$$B = \sum_{\nu,\lambda} |c_{\nu,\lambda}|^2 = \sum_{\nu,\lambda} |\langle x^{\nu}, x^{\lambda} \rangle|^2$$

Before deriving the bound on the sum of correlations, a few lemma are introduced to aid in derivation.

**Lemma 1:** (Row-Column Equivalence) Let $y^{(1)}, y^{(2)}, \ldots y^{(L)}$ show the rows of the $M \times L$ matrix representing $M$ codes each of length $L$, where rows follow the form $x^{(1)}, x^{(2)}, \ldots x^{(M)}$, then

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(i)}, x^{(j)} \rangle|^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} |\langle y^{(k)}, y^{(l)} \rangle|^2 \tag{2.21}$$

**Proof:** (Lemma 1) Using $\langle x^{(i)}, x^{(j)} \rangle = \langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle^*$,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(i)}, x^{(j)} \rangle|^2 = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \langle x^{(i)}, x^{(i)} \rangle \langle x^{(i)}, x^{(j)} \rangle$$

Expand the inner product,

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{L} x^{(j)} x^{(i)} x^{(k)} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{l=1}^{L} x^{(i)} x^{(j)}$$

Shift sum over $L$ out, then group $(i)$ and $(j)$

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} x^{(j)} x^{(i)} x^{(k)} = \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{L} x^{(j)} x^{(i)} x^{(k)}$$
The terms including summation over \((i)\) and \((j)\) are equivalent to the inner product between columns, and so can be simplified

\[
= \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} \langle y^{(l)}, y^{(k)} \rangle \langle y^{(k)}, y^{(l)} \rangle
\]

Finally using the complex inner product as earlier,

\[
= \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} |\langle y^{(l)}, y^{(k)} \rangle|^2
\]

The next lemma will also prove useful:

**Lemma 2:** If \(a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_L\) are real numbers, then

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{L} (a_k)^2 \geq \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} a_k \right)^2
\]

(2.22)

with equality if and only if \(a_1 = a_2 = \ldots = a_L\).

**Proof:** (Lemma 2) Consider a random variable \(X\) that has a value of \(a_k\) with probability \(1/L\) for \(1 \leq k \leq L\). Observing the square function of this variable, we can see that it is strictly convex over the range, and so using Jensen’s inequality [21, 25],

\[
E[X^2] = \sum_{k=1}^{L} \frac{1}{L} (a_k)^2 \geq \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} \frac{1}{L} a_k \right)^2 = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} a_k \right)^2
\]

Multiplying both sides by \(L\) gives the lemma.

Using these two lemmas the bound on \(B\) can now be proven. Capocelli produces a result describing the sum of correlations as a generalised bound, and this is one typical application of the Welch bound [53]. However, Welch proves this bound and more by further deriving a bound on correlation for matched filters. The next few steps will prove Capocelli’s result, which will then be used to derive Welch’s bound.
Welch’s Bound (Generalized): For sequences of the same energy, i.e.,

\[ ||x^{(i)}||^2 = \langle x^{(i)}, x^{(i)} \rangle = L \]

for \( i = 1, \ldots, M \), the following bound applies.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle|^2 \geq M^2 L
\]

(2.23)

Proof: (Welch Bound (Generalized))

The proof begins using lemma 1, using row-column equivalence for the inner products. This shows the sum correlation of combinations of row vectors, in this case the sum of correlation between codes, is equivalent to the sum of the correlation between columns.

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle|^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} |\langle y^{(k)}, y^{(l)} \rangle|^2
\]

Here the correlation between all column vectors is absolute squared, and summed over every combination. This effectively sums the power of correlation for every combination of vectors.

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{l=1}^{L} |\langle y^{(l)}, y^{(k)} \rangle|^2 \geq \sum_{k=1}^{L} |\langle y^{(k)}, y^{(k)} \rangle|^2 = \sum_{k=1}^{L} (||y^{(k)}||^2)^2
\]

The sum over these combinations is expected to be less than or equal to the sum of the inner products of the same vectors, as the right hand sum is contained in the left hand sum. Equality is reached if the column vectors are orthogonal. The right side of the inequality is simplified as a norm operator. Using lemma 2 in (2.22),

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{L} (||y^{(k)}||^2)^2 \geq \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} ||y^{(k)}||^2 \right)^2
\]
The term $||y^{(k)}||^2$ is the squared norm of a single column in the $M \times L$ matrix of codes, and is equivalent to taking the squared magnitude of each sample and summing them together along dimension $M$. This allows for the following substitution,

$$\frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} ||y^{(k)}||^2 \right)^2 = \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{M} |x_k^{(i)}|^2 \right)^2$$

Rearranging the sum for $M$ and $L$,

$$= \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{L} |x_k^{(i)}|^2 \right)^2$$

Using the definition of the 2-norm as the sum of absolute squared elements, to replace the sum across $L$,

$$= \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} ||x^{(i)}||^2 \right)^2$$

Capocelli’s derivation uses the assumption that each sample as a unit magnitude, and so the squared norm of each code sequence is $L$. Taking the sum of $L$ across $M$ codes gives the following result,

$$= \frac{1}{L} (ML)^2 = M^2L$$

From which shows Capocelli’s result,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle|^2 \geq M^2L$$

Modifying the assumption of the norm of the sequence, we can obtain an equivalent result to Welch.

$$\frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{L} ||y^{(k)}||^2 \right)^2 = \frac{1}{L} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{M} ||x^{(i)}||^2 \right)^2$$
The norm of each sequence is now 1, so $||x^{(i)}||^2 = 1$. Taking the sum across $M$, then squaring the result yields,

$$\frac{1}{L} (M)^2 = \frac{M^2}{L}$$

Finally, this derivation gives the result

$$\sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} |\langle x^{(j)}, x^{(i)} \rangle|^2 \geq \frac{M^2}{L}$$

(2.24)

### 2.4.3 Back to Welch

With a core inequality proven, the inequality in (2.24) can now be substituted into (2.25). This provides the following inequality,

$$M(M - 1)c_{\text{max}}^2 + M \geq \frac{M^2}{L}$$

(2.25)

This result is no longer dependent on varying sequences, only on parameters $M$, $L$ and $c_{\text{max}}$. This greatly simplifies the inequality, and can be rearranged for the following result in (2.26).

$$c_{\text{max}} \geq \frac{1}{M - 1} \left( \frac{M}{L} - 1 \right)$$

(2.26)

This is the result Welch presents in his correspondence as the bounds on correlation for codes, without shifts. He extends his proof, postulating that for non shifted codes, there are $M$ codes to check for correlation. For periodically shifted codes, the set of codes increases from $M$ to $ML$, to account for every periodically shifted version of each code.

For periodic correlation, the correlation is defined as:

$$c_{v,\lambda}(\tau) = \sum_{i=1}^{L-\tau} a_i^v \bar{a}_{i+\tau}^\lambda + \sum_{i=1}^{\tau} a_i^v \bar{a}_{i+L-\tau}^\lambda$$

$$c_1 = \max_{v \neq \lambda} \max_{0 \leq \tau \leq L} |c_{v,\lambda}(\tau)|$$
\[ c_2 = \max_v \max_{1 \leq \tau \leq L} |c_{v,v}(\tau)| \]

and

\[ c_{\text{max}} = \max(c_1, c_2) \]

then from earlier in (2.25), comparison of correlation between \( ML \) vectors,

\[ ML(ML - 1)c_{\text{max}}^2 + ML \geq \frac{(ML)^2}{L} \tag{2.27} \]

Divide both sides by \( ML \)

\[ (ML - 1)c_{\text{max}}^2 + 1 \geq \frac{ML}{L} \tag{2.28} \]

Simplify right hand fraction, and rearrange

\[ c_{\text{max}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - 1}{ML - 1}} \tag{2.29} \]

This shows the bound for periodic correlation, including relative shifts between vectors.

For aperiodic sequences, the length \( L \) is replaced with the length \((2N - 1)\), to allow for partial overlap between sequences.

\[ c_{\text{max}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - 1}{M(2N - 1) - 1}} \tag{2.30} \]

### 2.4.4 Discussion of bounds

For sonar systems, pinging is typically done with pulses separated by silence. The silence between pings means the waveform is non-periodic over the time interval of comparison. When reflections are processed in the receiving matched filter, the correlation algorithm compares these non-periodic waveforms using aperiodic correlation. For sonar systems, the aperiodic Welch bound (2.30) is applicable.

To understand how the bounds affect requirements, it is useful to see where the bounds sit for some example parameters. For a set of 2 codes, of
lengths [10,100,1000, 10000], the following bounds apply in Table 2.1. Here it can be seen that to meet the bounds for fish to sea floor detection, for side lobes to be below -40 dB, the code length must be greater than 1000 samples. However for some requirements the code length may need to be less than 1000 samples, in which case resolution requirements cannot be met even with an ideal code.

However this limitation applies to codes bound by the Welch bound. An alternative approach is to loosen the bound in a region around the aligned detection, to allow for improved side lobe characteristics. This alternative approach is not bound by the Welch bound, as there is not a single point of detection, instead there are multiple regions for detection and for bounds. A modified bound is to be used to determine what code characteristics are achievable.

### 2.4.5 Beyond Welch

The Welch bound shows a limit in the error of a matched filter, for the gain of non-zero lags in autocorrelation and all lags in cross correlation. A looser definition of detection can provide improvements in these errors, reducing the error for non-centre autocorrelation. This can be achieved by widening the detection point at non-zero lag in autocorrelation to a small range of values centred around zero. This is referred to as the main lobe.

This main lobe can be incorporated into the bound by modifying Equation (2.27). The left side of this equation represents the sum of worst case square correlation, for $ML$ vectors in autocorrelation for codes with zero relative lag, and $ML(ML - 1)$ vectors in non-zero relative lag and in cross correlation of codes. However with a range of detection, instead of just

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N$</th>
<th>$c_{max}$ (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-15.6820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-25.9879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-36.0173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>-46.0203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1:** Example parameters for Welch Bound
zero lag between offsets, there is a range between $\pm D$ samples around zero with a different worst case correlation of up to $c_{\text{max},D}$. For values in autocorrelation outside the $\pm D$ range and for all offsets in cross correlation, these values can be defined as the error in correlation $c_{\text{max}}$. This results in the following inequality (2.31). This inequality is simplified further in (2.32), by removing $ML$ from both sides and simplifying $L$ on the right side.

\[
ML(ML - 1 - 2D)c_{\text{max}}^2 + ML(2D)c_{\text{max},D}^2 + ML \geq \frac{(ML)^2}{L} \tag{2.31}
\]
\[
ML - (1 + 2D)c_{\text{max}}^2 + 2Dc_{\text{max},D}^2 + 1 \geq M \tag{2.32}
\]

Rearranging for the side lobe correlation $c_{\text{max}}$, the modified Welch bound takes the form of Equation (2.33). Allowing for aperiodic correlation, the bound takes the form of (2.34). Note as the detection range $D$ goes to zero, the bound takes the form of the original Welch bound. In this modified bound, the improvements in correlation are not immediately obvious. The properties are better illustrated as a 3-dimensional map.

\[
c_{\text{max}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - (1 + 2Dc_{\text{max},D}^2)}{ML - (1 + 2D)}} \tag{2.33}
\]

Or for aperiodic correlation,

\[
c_{\text{max}} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - (1 + 2Dc_{\text{max},D}^2)}{M(2N - 1) - (1 + 2D)}} \tag{2.34}
\]

Figure 2.5 displays the values of $c_{\text{max}}$ for various input parameters. Note the white space is negative infinity dB. Here it can be seen that if the main lobe is set to a high value, and the lobe size is non-zero, then the correlation properties can usually be better than if the lobe size is zero.

One case where this does not hold true is if the main lobe worst case correlation is set below the correlation of side lobes if the main lobe is zero. For example, in this case if the main lobe is zero the correlation is roughly -15.5 dB. If the main lobe is set below this value, then points outside the main
Figure 2.5: Demonstration of various input parameters for the modified Welch bound, for a sequence of length N=10. Note the empty space in the top right corresponds to negative infinity - these points are not bounded so can theoretically reach zero correlation in side lobes.

lobe compensate for the main lobe being below the standard Welch bound, increasing to above -15 dB. This highlights a limitation of the modified bound, correlation in the main lobe must be above the standard Welch bound, to show improvements outside the main lobe.

Another particularly noteworthy characteristic is that for a large enough lobe size, and if the values are allowed to be high enough, then values outside the main lobe can reach negative infinity decibels, or in non-dB scale have a value of zero. This suggests that given a loose enough definition of detection, a pair of codes can be designed to not have any error in the matched filter. In practise, the lobe size is typically constrained to less than 10% of the sequence length, in this figure would be less than 1 sample, and so is still bound. However the relation suggests interesting properties that may be useful if interference properties are more heavily weighted than detection properties in the matched filter.

These modified bounds suggest that better code characteristics can be
achieved for sonar detection, and provide motivation for Chapter 3 to produce codes approaching these bound. The next chapter details methods to produce these codes.
Chapter 3

Generating Codes

Several codes already exist in the domain of sonar detection, and have been shown to have good performance, as well as simplicity. In particular, polyphase codes as investigated by Wirth [58] have been shown to display good properties in side lobes, and can be further improved by modifying the filter. However the nature of these modifications are only for a specific class of codes, and are not guaranteed to have good cross correlation properties as needed for a multiple projector system.

A new set of parameters and a novel approach to detection motivate a new set of codes to be designed and generated, to achieve even greater performance.

3.1 Matched Filter code generation

The matched filter produces an output based on the template signal to be matched, and the received signal to be compared. The filter function is equivalent to the correlation function, as shown in Equation (3.1). This equation is dependant on two variables, $a$ and $b$ correlated together, and so for the problem of optimizing both $a$ and $b$ for correlation properties the problem is not a convex problem. This makes the problem difficult to solve directly using existing convex optimization toolboxes.
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\[ R[n] = \sum_{i=-\infty}^{+\infty} a[i] b^*[i + n] \] (3.1)

Since the problem is non-convex, a different approach must be taken to find a solution. Iterative methods were observed to improve correlation properties of two codes, suggesting that improvement can be made. Iterative methods are not as efficient as convex optimization, nor as optimal, as iterative methods tend to settle towards local minima instead of global minimum solutions. However, iterative methods do not rely on a problem being strictly convex, instead requires a function be continuous and ideally locally convex around a local minima. This allows non-convex functions to be optimized using these methods [48], and provides a usable option for optimization of correlation.

The method investigated for this problem was the gradient method. This iterative method simply requires an error function that is first order differentiable, and to settle on a solution the error function should have local minima.

3.1.1 Gradient Method

The gradient method, in particular the Method of Steepest Descent [35], is an algorithm to iteratively step toward an optimal minimum solution in a differentiable function, as shown in Equation (3.2).

\[ x^{(k)} = x^{(k-1)} - \mu \nabla F(x), \quad k = 1, 2, ... \] (3.2)

The objective function describes the error for optimal properties, so that minimizing the error optimizes the properties. The derivative of this error is calculated, and the code is shifted in the opposite direction of the error by a small fraction \( \mu \) of this gradient. This method depends on the function being first order differentiable, and locally convex.

This method can be applied to the design of sonar codes, by designing error functions based on the correlation properties of the sequence.
The equations for correlation are known, and so an analytical first order derivative can be calculated for the optimization functions, and efficiently implemented to optimize for the properties. The algorithm can be extended to optimize for several metrics at once, by calculating multiple gradients, applying a weighting function to each and including them all in the iteration process. This can be seen in Equation (3.3).

\[ x^{(k)} = x^{(k-1)} - \mu (\lambda_1 \nabla F_1 + \lambda_2 \nabla F_2 + ...), \quad k = 1, 2, ... \]  

(3.3)

The algorithm is applied to the peak error of each of the error functions, such that the points of maximum error are pushed down. In the matched filter, signal detection involves a detection based on the maximum of this filter, and the aim for the sonar system is to reduce the number of incorrect decisions or detections. This reduction in error is achieved by optimizing for the worst case scenario, by minimization of points of maximal error. By iteratively finding points of maximum error and minimizing each point, the peak error can be reduced to a sufficient target value in relatively few steps. This reduces the worst case error for the function, and so reduces the properties of worst case error.

Applying the gradient descent algorithm to the properties outlined in Chapter 2 yields the optimization problem in Equation (3.4). In the matched filter the properties for detection and interference rejection are based on the correlation properties of the transmitted code, so the equations for correlation are incorporated into the objective function as the correlation function \( R(l; x, y) \). The power of the code is also an objective, and so the scaled magnitude of each sequence is also present in the function as \( |Ta| \) and \( |Tb| \).
where:

\( R(l; x, y) \) is the cross correlation of lag \( l \) between \( x \) and \( y \),

\( S(l) \) is the scaling function for autocorrelation,

and \( T \) is real valued scaling function for the time sequence.

To implement the optimization process, a loop is set up to continually optimize a code vector describing the code set. The first step in the loop is to calculate the point of maximum error. The gradient of error for this point is calculated, as a partial derivative relative to the code vector. The code vector is then iterated in the negative direction of the error gradient, to reduce the error. This new code vector is now fed back to the beginning of the loop, to find the new point of maximal error and repeat the process.

The described process still requires a method to calculate the error for each property, as well as the gradient of each error. These are detailed in the following subsections, where derivations of error gradients are defined for each property to optimize. These gradients are implemented in the gradient method, to iteratively optimize a set of codes.

### 3.1.2 Error functions — Autocorrelation

The derivative of the error function for autocorrelation properties is based on the matched filter detecting a received pulse. The matched filter compares an incoming signal with the transmit pulse, with an output signifying the likelihood of match. This comparison is done using the cross correlation algorithm, and for ideal detection the received pulse should be identical...
to the transmit pulse. The detection characteristics are simplified to the autocorrelation algorithm, as shown in Equation (3.5).

\[ R[n] = \sum_{i=-\infty}^{+\infty} a[i]a^*[i+n] \] (3.5)

Ideal detection in the matched filter is typically a delta function, where detection at zero lag is maximal and all other points are erroneous and minimised. The error points are traditionally equally penalised, however with the multiple properties for detection there are multiple regions to detect with different error levels. This is handled by having two regions to optimize for autocorrelation, each weighted differently depending on the target lobe level. A separate penalty is applied to each region, and a function defined to evaluate this penalty. The first function takes the maximum error across the main lobe and minimizes to optimize fish to fish detection, while the second function minimizes the maximum error across the side lobes to optimize fish to bottom detection.

These two functions differ only on the region which the maximum error can be found, and on the weightings that each function apply in the objective function. Once the point of maximum error is found, the point is optimized according to the error gradient to minimize this error. This error gradient for autocorrelation is derived below.

For the centre autocorrelation, of 0 offset, the normalised correlation value should be equal to 1. The error can be analysed for each position of the code, as elaborated below in the following error derivation, beginning with Equation (3.6). The error shown below is derived for code \( a \); but is equivalently applicable to code \( b \).

\[ e_0 = a_1a_1^* + a_2a_2^* + ... + a_Na_N^* - 1, \] (3.6)

where \( N \) is the length of the code. To simplify the expression, we use a variable \( k \) to represent the correlation calculation for a particular offset, at
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this point for offset 0. Note that the autocorrelation for zero offset is real valued.

So

\[ e_0 = k_0 - 1 \]

where

\[ k_0 = a_1 a_1^* + a_2 a_2^* + \ldots + a_N a_N^* \]

and so,

\[ |e_0|^2 = (k_0 - 1)^2 \]

The equation for \(|e_0|^2\) represents the error at the 0 offset in the code, so the partial derivative is taken in terms of \(a\) and \(b\) to find the rate of change for each point in the code. There are no \(b\) terms in the autocorrelation of \(a\), so the partial derivative in terms of \(b\) is simply zero. Continuing the derivation for \(a\):

\[ \frac{\partial |e_0|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = 2(k_0 - 1) \frac{\partial (k_0 - 1)}{\partial (a_i^*)} \]

The partial derivative of \((k - 1)\) is simply a single term, so the equation simplifies to:

\[ \frac{\partial |e_0|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = 2(k_0 - 1)a_1 \]

The zero offset autocorrelation gradient can be generalised for each point in the code.

\[ \frac{\partial |e_0|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = 2e_0 a_i \] (3.7a)

\[ \frac{\partial |e_0|^2}{\partial b_i^*} = 0 \] (3.7b)

For non-centre autocorrelation, of offsets not equal to 0, the correlation at that point should ideally be 0, so non-zero values are treated as error. As an example, the error at offset \(j = -1\) will be derived first, then generalised.

\[ e_{-1} = a_1 a_2^* + a_2 a_3^* + \ldots + a_{N-1} a_N^* \]
where $N$ is the length of the code. Taking the absolute squared error as the error function:

$$|e_{-1}|^2 = e_{-1} e_{-1}^*$$

This cannot simply be squared like with autocorrelation, as the value is not guaranteed to be real. The derivative of the squared magnitude is

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_{1}^{*}} = e_{-1} \frac{\partial e_{-1}^*}{\partial a_{1}} + e_{-1}^* \frac{\partial e_{-1}}{\partial a_{1}}$$

$e_{-1}$ does not contain any $a_{1}^{*}$ terms, so $\frac{\partial e_{-1}}{\partial a_{1}} = 0$. However the $k_{-1}$ term contains a single $a_{1}^{*}$ term, with a single variable in front. This simplifies the expression to:

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_{1}^{*}} = e_{-1} a_{2}$$

Similarly

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_{2}^{*}} = e_{-1} a_{3} + e_{-1}^* a_{1}$$

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_{3}^{*}} = e_{-1} a_{4} + e_{-1}^* a_{2}$$

By repeating for several $a_{i}$, it can be observed that the partial gradient term relates to the relative shift $j$. This can be seen in (3.8), and the autocorrelation for non-zero offsets are generalised as:

$$\frac{\partial |e_{j}|^2}{\partial a_{i}^{*}} = e_{j} a_{i-j} + e_{j}^* a_{i+j}$$

(3.8)

where $a_{n}$ is treated as 0 if the indices $i-j$ or $i+j$ go outside the index range, i.e. beyond $[1,...,N]$.

Once regions and corresponding penalties are taken into account, the subset of the error function becomes (3.9):

$$\frac{\partial |e_{j}|^2}{\partial a_{i}^{*}} = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_{\text{Main}} \left( e_{j} a_{i-j} + e_{j}^* a_{i+j} \right) & \text{if } |j| \leq \text{lobe size,} \\
\lambda_{\text{Side}} \left( e_{j} a_{i-j} + e_{j}^* a_{i+j} \right) & \text{else}
\end{cases}$$

(3.9)
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3.1.3 Error functions — Cross Correlation

The error function for cross correlation is based on the matched filter receiving a pulse in one projector that originated from another projector. Neighbouring projectors use different codes, and so to minimize error the filter output should be minimized, which for different codes corresponds to minimizing the cross correlation between codes. Unlike with the autocorrelation function, the cross correlation is equally minimized for all lags as all points are equally erroneous.

An additional consideration is the multiple angles of overlap. Repeating multiple projectors increases angular range, but to prevent blind spots the ranges of the projectors must overlap. The overlap occurs on both sides of the projector, and the matched filter output is not symmetric due to the transducer not being symmetric across angles. This is discussed further in Section 3.1.4. Because of this asymmetry the codes must be optimized for cross correlation through multiple transducer functions. The error gradient for cross correlation is derived below, and is applied to the maximum cross correlation across codes through all transducer functions applicable.

Cross-correlation is similar to shifted autocorrelation in error gradient, but is consistent for all offsets. As an example, the error at offset \( j = -1 \) will be derived first, then generalised for all offsets.

\[
e_{-1} = a_1 b_2^* + a_2 b_3^* + \ldots + a_{N-1} b_N^*,
\]

where \( N \) is the length of each code.

\[
|e_{-1}|^2 = e_{-1} e_{-1}^*
\]

Firstly looking at the partial derivative with respect to \( a_1^* \), using the product rule for derivatives:

\[
\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_1^*} = e_{-1} \frac{\partial e_{-1}^*}{\partial a_1^*} + e_{-1}^* \frac{\partial e_{-1}}{\partial a_1^*}
\]
$e_{-1}$ contains no $a_i^*$ terms, and so $\frac{\partial e_{-1}}{\partial a_i^*} = 0$. However the $e_{-1}^*$ term contains a single $a_i^*$ term, multiplied with a single term $b_2$. This greatly simplifies the expression to:

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = e_{-1}b_2$$

Similarly

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_2^*} = e_{-1}b_3$$
$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = e_{-1}b_{i+1}$$

By repeating for several $a_i$, it can be observed that the partial gradient term relates to the relative shift $j$. Similar steps can be used to derive for the partial derivative in terms of $b$. This is generalised as:

$$\frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = e_jb_{i-j} \quad (3.10a)$$
$$\frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial b_i^*} = e_j^*a_{i+j} \quad (3.10b)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are treated as 0 if the indices $i - j$ or $i + j$ go outside the index range of $a$, beyond $[1,\ldots,N]$.

### 3.1.4 Transducer Characteristics

A transducer is a process or device that converts energy from one form to another [56]. In sonar, these are incorporated into projectors to convert an electrical signal into a pressure wave, to transmit in the water for sonar detection. The transmitted pressure wave is reflected back by objects, and picked up by a receiving hydrophone, a specific type of transducer, to convert the pressure wave back into an electrical signal for processing.
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For this reason transducers are necessary in a sonar system, however they have limitations. Most significantly, transducers do not perfectly transfer a signal; certain frequencies pass with less loss than others. Careful design of transducers can reduce this effect, however there will still be a non-trivial amount of signal distortion. This affects the magnitude and phase of the resulting signal, deviating from the properties of the designed sonar code.

To achieve the properties needed for accurate sonar, these transducer characteristics must be taken into account. These characteristics can be accurately measured, and so provide an opportunity to incorporate these in the sonar code. The transducer characteristics can be described by a frequency response, which varies depending on the transmit angle, and the receive angle. An example of these characteristics can be observed in Figure 3.1, showing the frequency response at various angles for a particular transducer. For a transmitter receiver pair, the signals are expected to be mostly along the main beam axis, or 0 angle, affected by the characteristics shown in Figure 3.2. For any cross talk, the angle for the transfer functions are expected to be at the edges.

The characteristics of the transducer can now be incorporated into the optimization of sonar codes themselves, to produce an optimal set of codes that when passed through a transducer will produce properties as per the design. This addition into the optimization requires several adjustments, which are detailed in the next section.

Derivation and implementation

The transducer characteristics can be represented by convolving the impulse response of the transmit and receiver transducers with each code. This convolution with an impulse response can be represented with the convolution matrix, in Equation (3.11). Here, \( H \) is an \((N + M - 1) \times N\) matrix and \( a \) is a column vector. \( N \) is the length of the code before passing through the transducer, and \( M \) is the length of the impulse response of the transducer.
Figure 3.1: Transducer characteristics of a tested transmitter, affecting the gain of frequencies as they pass through. Note the contour plot shows the amplitude normalized by the peak gain, in dB.

Figure 3.2: Transducer characteristics of a tested transmitter, taking a slice along the main beam axis ($\theta = 0$). Left shows the normalized magnitude in dB against frequency, right shows the phase delay in radians.
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$$a_t = h \ast a = Ha$$ \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

$$H = \begin{bmatrix}
  h_M & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
  h_{M-1} & h_M & 0 & 0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & 0 \\
  \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  0 & \cdots & 0 & h_1 & h_2 & \cdots & h_{M-1} & h_M \\
  0 & \cdots & 0 & h_1 & \cdots & h_{M-2} & h_{M-1} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
  0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & h_1 & h_2 \\
  0 & \cdots & \cdots & \cdots & 0 & \cdots & 0 & h_1
\end{bmatrix}$$

Extending this to the derivation of the cross-correlation, we can use the chain rule to simplify the derivation. The derivative of $a_t$ with respect to $a$ is simply the $H$ matrix itself.

**Cross-correlation**

For cross-correlation, $k_{t,-1}$ can be defined as:

$$e_{-1} = a_{t,1}b_{t,2}^* + a_{t,2}b_{t,3}^* + \cdots + a_{t,N-1}b_{t,N}^* = k_{t,-1},$$

where $N$ is the length of each code. $k_{t,-1}$ can otherwise be represented as

$$k_{t,-1} = a_t^T b_{t,-1}^*,$$

where $b_{t,-1}^*$ is offset by the relative shift between $a_t$ and $b_t$ in the cross correlation algorithm, in this case by $-1$. $b_{t,-1}^*$ is zero padded such that the length of $b_{t,-1}^*$ remains $N + M - 1$. In this case several zero samples are appended to the end.

The magnitude squared error is given by:

$$|e_{-1}|^2 = k_{t,-1}k_{t,-1}^*$$
Firstly looking at the partial derivative with respect to $a_{t,1}^*$:

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_{1}^*} = k_{t,-1} \frac{\partial k_{t,-1}^*}{\partial a_{1}^*} + k_{t,-1}^* \frac{\partial k_{t,-1}}{\partial a_{1}^*}$$

Using the $H$ matrix from Equation (3.11), as well as the alternative representation of $k_{t,-1}^*$, we can derive the partial derivative of $k_{t,-1}^*$ with respect to $a_{1}^*$. Since $b_{t,-1}$ contains no $a_{1}^*$ terms, it can be treated as constant with respect to $a$, so the next part is to find the derivative of $a_t$ with respect to $a$. Observing (3.11), each row of the $H$ matrix affects a different value in $a_t$, and each column corresponds to a value in $a$ affecting the $a_t$ vector. To find the derivative of $a_t$ with respect to $a$, that is to find how $a_t$ changes with a small change in each value in $a$, we can simply look at each column for each partial derivative of $a_n$. The derivation simplifies to:

$$\frac{\partial a_t^*}{\partial a_i^*} = H(:,1)^*$$

$$\frac{\partial k_{t,-1}^*}{\partial a_i^*} = (H(:,1)^*)^T . b_{t,-1}^*$$

$$\frac{\partial k_{t,-1}}{\partial a_i^*} = (H(:,1))^H b_{t,-1}^*$$

where $b_{t,-1}^*$ is a $N + M - 1$ by 1 vector.

Extended to the error derivative:

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = k_{t,-1}(H(:,1))^H b_{t,-1}^*$$

By repeating for several $a_t$, it can be observed that the partial gradient term relates to the index $i$, as shown below.

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_2^*} = k_{t,-1}(H(:,2))^H b_{t,-1}^*$$

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = k_{t,-1}(H(:,i))^H b_{t,-1}^*$$
A similar approach is taken for the relative shift between signals $a_t$ and $b_t$, the relative shift represented by $j$. This can be generalised as:

$$\frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial a_i^*} = e_j (H(:,i))^H b_{t,(j)} \quad (3.12a)$$

$$\frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial b_i^*} = e_j^* (H(:,i))^H a_{t,(-j)} \quad (3.12b)$$

where $a$ and $b$ are treated as 0 if the indices go outside the range of $[1, ..., N]$.

**Autocorrelation**

A similar derivation applies for autocorrelation:

For non-zero shifts,

$$e_j = a_t \ast a_{t,(j)}$$

$$e_{-1} = a_{t,1}a_{t,2}^* + a_{t,2}a_{t,3}^* + \ldots + a_{t,N-1}a_{t,N}^*$$

$$|e_{-1}|^2 = k_{-1}$$

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_1^*} = k_{-1} \frac{\partial k_{-1}}{\partial a_1^*} + k_{-1}^* \frac{\partial k_{-1}}{\partial a_1^*}$$

Now,

$$\frac{\partial k_{-1}}{\partial a_1^*} = H^* (1,:) a_{t,(1)}^*$$

and

$$k_{-1}^* \frac{\partial k_{-1}}{\partial a_1^*} = H(1,:) a_{t,(1)}^*$$

so

$$\frac{\partial |e_{-1}|^2}{\partial a_1^*} = k_{-1} H^* (1,:) a_{t,(1)}^* + k_{-1}^* H(1,:) a_{t,(1)}$$

This can be generalized for any shift $j$ as:
\[ \frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial a_{i_1}^*} = k_j H^*(i,:)a_{t,(j)}^* + k_j^* H(i,:)a_{t,(j)} \]

Similar for \( e_0 \), replacing \( k \) with \( k - 1 \), gives

\[ \frac{\partial |e_0|^2}{\partial a_{i_1}^*} = 2(k_0 - 1) H^*(i,:)a_{t,(j)}^* \quad (3.13a) \]

\[ \frac{\partial |e_j|^2}{\partial a_{i_1}^*} = e_j H^*(i,:)a_{t,(j)}^* + e_j^* H(i,:)a_{t,(j)} \quad (3.13b) \]

### 3.1.5 Error functions — Power

As discussed earlier in Section 2.2, the sonar system is limited in the power of codes that can be transmitted, due to limitations in the power supply and transformer. To avoid distortion, the code should be ramped up at the beginning to limit power draw, and ramped down to minimize transformer ringing after transmitting. The exact shape to optimize the pulse is not known, however at this stage the pulse is shaped using a piecewise sinusoidal ramp up then ramp down, as a first approximation.

It is useful to develop methods to shape the signal pulse using a general function, so future codes can be developed with a different shape by simply changing an input parameter. Algorithms to optimize the shape of these pulses are detailed in the following sections.

**Power ramping using Peak-to-Average Power Ratio**

The peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) is a ratio that measures the peak deviation of the magnitude of a sample from the average value of all samples in a sequence or signal [43]. This can be observed in the equation
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below.

\[
PAPR = \left( \frac{P_{\text{peak}}}{P_{\text{avg}}} \right)
\]

\[
= \max_{1 \leq i \leq \text{len}(x)} \left( \frac{P_i}{P_{\text{avg}}} \right)
\]

where,

\[
P_{\text{peak}} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq \text{len}(x)} (x_i^* x_i)
\]

\[
P_i = x_i^* x_i
\]

\[
P_{\text{avg}} = x^H x
\]

and \( x \) is the sequence or signal to measure.

PAPR is useful as it provides a metric for the worst case error in power of a signal. However this assumes that every point in the signal is targeted to have the average power. For the case of pulse shaping, some modifications are needed. One simple modification is to take the difference of the power ratio relative to a fixed scaling function, then take the peak error from this. This scaling power ratio can be seen in Figure 3.14.

\[
e_{i,p2a} = \frac{x_i^* x_i}{x^H x} - g_i, \quad (3.14)
\]

where \( g_i \) is the ramp function.

One limitation with this function is that this error function directly optimizes the code. The purpose of the transducer ramping is to control the signal after passing through a transducer, rather than the code itself. To control the signal, the characteristics of transducer must be taken into account, so that the signal is optimized for the target shape.

Another major limitation using the PAPR ratio in the error function is that the error will scale with the ratio. For a non-constant \( g \) ramp function, this will result in the value peak error scaling with the magnitude of the ramp function. An improved implementation provides a constant envelope of error, such that the scaled error is also a scaled constant envelope. This can be implemented using a difference equation.
Transducer ramping using difference equation

To implement a constant envelope of error, a difference equation is used between the magnitude of each point in the code, and a ramping function scaled by the norm of the code. This is shown in Equation 3.15.

\[ e_{j,p2a} = a^*_t a_{t,j} - a^*_t a_t 1_{N_t} g_{r,j} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.15)

where \( a_t \) is a column vector for the signal of a code after passing through the transducer. The point \( j \) in the signal is optimized to match the shape of the ramp function.

To optimize the code based on this function, the error function is defined as \( e_{j,p2a}^2 \), and the gradient of this function is used in the gradient descent method. The gradient is calculated by the following derivation. The code \( a \) passes through the transducer, described using the convolution matrix for the impulse response of the transducer, \( H \).

\[ a_t = Ha \]
\[ a^*_t = (Ha)^* = a^* H^* \]
\[ e_{j,p2a} = a^*_t a_{t,j} - a^*_t a_t 1_{N_t} g_{r,j} \]
\[ \frac{\partial e^2_{j,p2a}}{\partial a^*_1} = 2e_{j,p2a} \frac{\partial e_{j,p2a}}{\partial a^*_1} \]
\[ \frac{\partial e_{j,p2a}}{\partial a^*_1} = H(j,:) a_{t,j} - H(j,:) a_t 1_{N_t} g_{r,j} \]

From these equations, both the error and the gradient of the error can be calculated, so the gradient of the squared error can be calculated and used in optimizing the codes.

The optimization strategy can be implemented in a similar manner to other strategies in the optimization, minimization of peak error. However in some cases this approach was found to have limitations. The impulse response of the transducer was found to concentrate a large proportion
of the energy in the beginning of the impulse response. This resulted in a relatively large error at the end of the code, as the tail of the impulse response for the transducer would pull the signal down to zero, resulting in the maximum error being consistently located at the end of the code. This resulted in the optimization only optimizing the end section of the code.

An alternative approach is to optimize only the positive peak magnitude of samples in the code, which would ignore low values, such as the tail of the impulse response. An example of a signal optimized with this approach can be seen in Figure 3.3. The positive peak magnitudes of each signal are optimized for the ramp function shape, however the lower points are not. To maximize power, the amplitude should be as close to the ramp function as possible, including the negative peaks.

Another approach is to maximize the sum of the squared errors. This is effectively optimizing for the \( \ell_2 \) norm of the signal, and allows for optimizing multiple points at once, but requires calculating and implementing the error gradient for each point in the signal in each iteration. The result of this optimization can be seen below in Figure 3.4.
The signal follows the ramp function, and both positive and negative peaks are close to the target shape. The signal is still pulled down to zero at the end of the sequence, however it does not significantly affect the optimization of the other sections in the signal. This method of optimization, minimizing the $\ell_2$ norm, was found to be the most effective for optimizing the ramping of the signal, and so is implemented in the optimization.

The gradient functions presented in this section provide a method to generate codes with optimal sonar properties in a matched filtered sonar system. An implementation of the optimization is found in Appendix A.1.2, and a method to efficiently use this optimizer is found in Appendix A.1.1. This method of generating codes assumes the sonar system can transmit code samples near perfectly, after taking into consideration limitations such as power scaling and transducer characteristics. However from Section 2.3 it was found that a digital transmitter complicates the accurate transmission of these codes, which if uncompensated will cause changes to the code’s properties in the sonar system. To mitigate this, an algorithm was
developed to optimally map a sequence on to the digital transmitter. This is explored in the next section, Section 3.2.

3.2 Digital Transmitter

Limitations of the digital transmitter have been explored earlier in Section 2.3, where the most significant problem was due to the non-regular time characteristics of the cycle lengths. To transmit a code, the digital transmitter produces full cycles at roughly the centre frequency, then shortens or lengthens to achieve phase characteristics at the sample points. The amplitude is also adjusted to meet amplitude requirements for a sample.

The main problem is in the phase characteristics. By changing the length of one cycle, every cycle afterwards is affected. This suggests that each sample point should be optimized in order of the time of transmitting. However, if cycles are not carefully designed then subsequent sample points may be aligned with the beginning or end of a cycle, such that changing the length of the cycle has very little effect on the phase of the sample.

3.2.1 Mapping / Optimization Details

Digital Transmitter estimation

Before optimization can begin, it must be possible to observe the output of the digital transmitter when driven by a set of control coefficients. There are two properties to observe in the baseband signal after downmixing the output of the digital transmitter. These properties are the wrapped phase and the amplitude of samples in the signal. These properties need to be accurately estimated, to determine how the output affects the matched filter properties, which in turn indicates how to improve the properties.

Standard techniques simulate the transmitting process in the passband, then downmix the signal. For the digital transmitter, this would involve
mapping the coefficients to an upsampled signal, then downmix the signal and filter it to produce a base band equivalent signal for comparison in properties. It was found that the upsampled signal used significant memory and took significant time to run, even for short sequences. This was because the passband signal was upsampled by as much as 500 in some cases, so relative to the base band signal the sequence was extremely long. To effectively use this in later optimizations this simulated digital transmitter would need to be improved.

A prior designed algorithm, which was provided for the project, had aimed to solve this problem. The algorithm was designed to process the control coefficients as a frequency per cycle, then spline between the non-regular intervals of cycles to get sample information at the sampling rate. The algorithm is as follows.

1. Build up sequence of time lengths of cycles
2. Build timing vector based on cycle points
3. Invert time lengths to get frequency vector of each cycle
4. Spline between frequency vector points based on the timing vector
5. Spline between amplitudes of cycles based on the timing vector
6. Integrate the splined frequency to obtain phase, and combine with splined amplitudes to get sample information.

This pre-designed process provides an option to quickly build a set of frequencies of the signal, and integrating provides phase information. However, upon testing the algorithm it was found to not provide accurate phase information, especially around edges of the sequence. This was likely due to the combination of the spline operation and integrating operation. Splines are a tool used for interpolation, and because of this there can be a small error associated with the interpolated result and the true result. This error, when integrated, can result in large errors later in the sequence. Phase information is the important information to extract from the signal, as it is used in the baseband sequence which in turn is fed into the matched
filter. To accurately observe the matched filter from the digitally transmitted sequence, a more accurate estimation is necessary.

An alternate approach was developed to target accuracy in phase and amplitude information of the baseband sequence from a digital transmitter. For phase estimation, the phase was observed at a sample point as the ratio of cycle start to sample point, relative to the cycle start and cycle end points, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. The digital transmitter transmits whole cycle sinusoidal waveforms. The phase of a sinusoidal waveform changes linearly relative to time, and so a linear ratio of time from cycle start to sample point relative to the cycle length gives an indication of the phase. Converting this ratio relative to cycle length to a ratio relative to $2\pi$ provides phase information for a sinusoidal waveform.

Using the cycle ratio, the phase information can be extracted. This approach avoids the upsampling operation, which reduces memory usage and reduces the data that needs to be processed, significantly improving the processing time. Since the process skips the signal construction at the pass band, there is also no need for additional processing such as down mixing or filtering.

Amplitude in the digital transmitter is based on the amplitude in the input sequence. Earlier derivation in Section 2.3 showed that when the
digital transmitter sequence is filtered for the first harmonic, the AMP coefficient maps to amplitude according to Equation (3.16).

$$\text{amplitude} = \sin \left( \frac{\pi}{2} \frac{\text{AMP}}{\text{AMP}_{\text{max}}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.16)

where $0 \leq \text{AMP} \leq \text{AMP}_{\text{max}}$.

For estimation, the amplitude coefficient was taken from a single cycle that overlapped the sample point of interest. This was then converted to an amplitude as per (3.16). This process is very efficient as the cycle that overlaps a sample point is already identified in the phase estimation, so the only additional processing is to parse a coefficient through a sine function. A disadvantage of this amplitude estimation is that it only takes the overlapping cycle into account. If there are several cycles per sample period then the cycles are likely to have an effect on the amplitude, especially if filtered. Empirical tests showed that these effects did not produce significant errors.

To implement the digital transmitter estimation system, a script was produced that tracked the baseband sample points and the end points of each cycle for a given set of coefficients. These variables listed baseband sample points relative to the upsampled rate, and the cycle end points also relative to the upsampled rate. Figure 3.5 is labelled (a) to (c) to indicate order of the algorithm, to determine phase properties. Amplitude was then calculated based on the cycle overlapping the sample point. The algorithm to determine digital transmitter baseband properties is as follows:

(a) Sample point identified, intercepting the current cycle.
(b) Previously completed cycle identified to reference the current cycle start, and cycle length of the current cycle identified.
(c) Difference between cycle start and sample point measured, taken as ratio relative to current cycle length.

The cycle’s ratio is converted from relative to cycle length to relative to $2\pi$, to obtain phase, and the amplitude is taken as the amplitude coefficient.
of the current cycle passed through the function earlier in Equation (3.16). This tool was found to be fast, as well as accurate. For comparison, a short random sequence was generated, upsampled then downmixed, then compared to the digital transmitter equivalent sequence. These were found to be equivalent in phase and amplitude.

This efficient tool can now be incorporated into other algorithms as an efficient method to check the digital transmitter output, and to determine error between output and a target input for the mapping.

Mapping Options

Estimation of the digital transmitter provides a powerful tool for optimization of codes on this transmitter. A mapping approach was used to convert codes from the matched filtered optimization to a set of control coefficients for the digital transmitter. Initially a mapping seems trivial, however the non-linear nature of the digital transmitter adds several complications.

Direct mapping onto the digital transmitter is not possible, due to the non-fixed nature of the transmitted cycles. Cycles are not aligned with the sampling rate, and so it is not simple to determine which cycle affects a particular sample point. For long cycles spanning multiple sample points, a particular cycle could control the properties of these sample points, and as they are all controlled by a single cycle the sample points will be fully coupled. This limits what baseband properties these sample points can attain. The length of cycles also has an integrating effect on phase. Increasing the length of one cycle causes a delay in every subsequent cycle, which will affect the phase of every subsequent cycle. This cumulative effect must be taken into account when designing a sequence on the digital transmitter.

It is difficult to justify direct optimization of the control coefficients based on peak error. As discussed with direct mapping, a cycle can span several sample points which causes these sample points to be fully coupled, limiting what baseband phase and amplitude properties can be obtained.
This spanning of several sample points introduces an error that has a fixed minimum range.

In peak optimization, if other points of error are optimized below half the range, then the optimization algorithm will always target one of the extremes of these fixed points of error. As one point is optimized, the other worsens and vice versa. This causes an oscillation in the optimization algorithm, preventing further optimization.

Take an example of a single cycle spanning two samples. The two points will be fully coupled, so a change in phase of one sample results in the same change in phase in the other sample. If the absolute error of the first point is optimized for phase, and the error in phase for the second point is the negative of the first, the error in the second sample will increase as the first sample’s error decreases. If the second point is now targeted for optimization, the reverse happens with the error increasing in the first point. These points will oscillate in optimization until the absolute error is equal for both points, after which the optimization will target either point without noticeable improvement. This locks the algorithm, preventing any other point of lower peak error from being optimized.

To overcome these limitations, a sliding window optimization was used to map phase and amplitude to control coefficients. This provides the advantages of optimization, while overcoming any potential points of oscillation or fixed errors. This also mitigates the integrating effect of phase. In peak minimization optimization, optimization effort may be spent on later parts of the sequence, and these points could then be shifted by changing a cycle early in the sequence, undoing the optimization from earlier iterations. Taking only a subset of samples, and optimizing in order of transmitting prevents this, as once a point is optimized later samples will not affect its properties. This process improves efficiency, optimizing only when a sample point is unlikely to be affected by others.
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Mapping Optimization Algorithm

The mapping optimization begins by setting up a vector of phase control coefficients at the centre frequency, and a vector of zero phase amplitude coefficients. A walk function is set up to loop over a small window a fixed number of times, then slide the window along by one sample and repeat the loop. This walk function is shown in Figure 3.6. The walk function determines which point in the target sequence should be optimized at the iteration step.

For each iteration step, the cycle containing the sample point is identified, and phase error calculated for the point. The error gradient is calculated below.

The relation between cycle ratio and phase ratio is shown in (3.17). This ratio is rearranged for HPW in (3.18), to indicate what the target HPW should be to obtain the correct phase. The phase is padded by a cycle, $2\pi$, to ensure stability in the resulting gradient function. Note that although

![Figure 3.6: Example of a walk function used in optimization of mapping a sequence onto the digital transmitter.](image-url)
the required coefficient for a particular sample is known from this result, it is unknown how neighbouring samples will affect it at this stage, hence the use of an optimization instead of a mapping. The HPW control coefficients control all cycles before and including the current cycle, and so the required change is taken in (3.19) as the amount \( m \) must change to meet phase characteristics. This is taken as the target HPW minus the current HPW. The equation is factorised in (3.20) and simplified to provide the final error gradient in (3.21).

\[
\frac{m}{\text{HPW}} = \frac{2\pi + \Delta\phi}{2\pi} \quad (3.17)
\]
\[
\text{HPW} = \frac{2\pi}{2\pi + \Delta\phi^m} \quad (3.18)
\]
\[
\Delta\text{HPW} = \frac{2\pi}{2\pi + \Delta\phi^m} - m \quad (3.19)
\]
\[
\Delta\text{HPW} = \left( \frac{2\pi}{2\pi + \Delta\phi} - 1 \right)^m \quad (3.20)
\]
\[
\Delta\text{HPW} = \frac{-\Delta\phi}{2\pi + \Delta\phi^m} \quad (3.21)
\]

where

\( m \) is the length from the start of a cycle to the sample point,
\( \Delta\phi \) is the phase error between the phase of the digitally transmitted signal at the sample point and the phase of the target sequence at the sample point, and
\( \text{HPW} \) is the half-pulse width, half the length of a particular cycle in the digital transmitter, and is the control coefficient for phase.

The error gradient can now be used to optimize a set of cycles for properties. A set of cycles governing the properties of each sample point are obtained, then optimized using the gradient. The cycles are identified as every complete cycle that is after the preceding sample point and before the current sample point. These cycles are all shifted by a small perturbation of
the error gradient, to optimize towards the correct phase. The amplitude of these same cycles are also set as a direct mapping, according to the previous equation describing the amplitude control coefficient (3.16). The inverse of this amplitude function is used to directly map the AMP control coefficients.

The walk function iterates across each sample point, optimizing the points. If the error step is less than a single upsampled transmit sample that can be generated by the digital transmitter, then the walk function skips the optimization step. The upsampled transmit rate of the digital transmitter can only transmit whole samples, so any fraction of a sample will be lost through rounding. Any further optimization would be undone through rounding, so for efficiency points are skipped when they are optimized to within a single sample.

This algorithm iterates through the entire sequence, optimizing each sample point to map phase and amplitude optimally. An implementation of this optimization can be found in Appendix A.1.3. The process maps as accurately as the algorithm allows, however it has been noted that few cases the mapping is not perfect, producing occasional errors in the sequence that become evident in the resulting matched filter characteristics. To overcome these imperfections, a mis-matched filter is designed to correct the properties.

### 3.3 Mis-Matched Filter

The mis-matched filter is very similar to the matched filter, but modifies the comparison vector to adjust the filter characteristics. It is notably useful because the filter itself is not limited by the constraints of transmitting, as the filter is implemented digitally. This provides the opportunity for significant improvement in the filter.

The most significant gain in using the mis-matched filter is to filter for the digital transmitter system. The output signal from the digital transmis-
ter has been shown to closely match the desired output, but error still exists that results in the designed matched filter properties being not optimal. Optimizing the mis-matched filter for the output of the digitally transmitted sonar codes allows for the error to be eliminated, at the cost of additional optimization and complexity in storing the filter coefficients.

Producing these codes is easier than for a matched filter, as the set of sonar codes is static. Optimizing a filter against static codes is a convex problem, unlike for matched filters, and so the use of a mis-matched filter allows for a wider set of tools to use for optimization.

### 3.3.1 Semi-Definite Programming Tools

The use of static codes to optimize a mis-matched filter simplifies the problem to a vector variable cross correlated with constant vectors. This problem is shown in Equation (3.22). In implementation, $A$ would typically include the 0 angle pulse to detect, and several extreme angles for interfering pulses between 60 and 70 degrees. The result of multiplying the concatenated correlation matrix with the control coefficients will be the matched filter plots concatenated one after another without overlap. This provides a simple output to quickly locate the maximum.

$$
\min ||Ax - T_1| |^2T_2| \infty
$$

(3.22)

where,

- $x$ is a $N$ by 1 vector for filter coefficients to optimize,
- $A_{11}$ is $(2N - 1)$ by $N$ correlation matrix for a single correlation, which is used in $A$,
- $A$ is made up of several correlation matrices $A_{ij}$ concatenated together, one for each expected received pulse.
- $T_1$ is the template for ideal correlation, in detection correlation this is a kronecker delta function and for rejection correlation it is 0, and
- $T_2$ is the template scaling function, for scaling different regions for ideal
correlation. For detection correlation this controls the ratio of main lobe to side lobe peaks, and for rejection correlation this is flat to evenly minimize all cross correlation.

This problem is a strictly convex problem, it contains a linear function that is applied through an absolute square function, and multiplied by a constant function. This function, in standard form, can now be solved for filter coefficients using semi-definite programming (SDP) tools.

CVX is a toolbox that enables convex optimization of convex problems presented in standard form [18, 19]. The standard form implies specific rules, which once met allows for a useful tool that can quickly find an optimal solution to a problem. Using the toolbox, solving convex problems is relatively simple as it requires only the objective function as well as defined parameters. Implementation of the solution to the mis-matched filter using CVX can be found in Appendix A.1.4.

CVX provides a simple yet powerful method for solving convex problems, especially useful for finding optimal filter coefficients for the mis-matched filter. However there are some limitations in using CVX for sonar. In particular, the memory usage for solving complex convex functions is significant. The correlation matrices for each code are already of significant size, in some cases of the order of 5000 by 10000 and to use them in the CVX toolbox the real and imaginary parts are separated in memory, as part of the operation. This doubles the number of matrices, and as there is a squaring operation the size is doubled yet again. For large code lengths, this quickly becomes a memory intensive solution.

When generating codes for sonar, it was found that for most cases CVX was able to be used, but for the longest length codes memory limitations were reached. Because of this, another solution was needed, one that did not have the same memory limitations as CVX or other SDP tools.
3.3.2 Gradient Descent Method for Mis-Matched Filter

Gradient descent is a memory efficient algorithm, that only requires searching for maximal points and an instantaneous gradient at the point of error to step. It is not as solution efficient as CVX, however the reduced complexity makes it ideal for longer length codes since it requires less computational resources to solve.

Implementation of the gradient descent method for mis-matched filters is similar for matched filters, however when optimizing the transmit codes are kept static and not optimized, and the transducer characteristics do not need to be included as they are not present in the digital system. An optimization implementing the gradient descent method for mis-matched filters is included in Appendix A.1.5.

The series of methods from this chapter detail solutions for generating codes that target several requirements for sonar, in matched filtering, digital transmitting and in mis-matched filtering. To ensure the codes meet requirements, and that they are generated as per design, several codes are generated and evaluated for performance in Chapter 4.
Chapter 4

Performance Considerations

Methods have been developed in Chapter 3 to optimize codes for various code properties, targeting real world applications in sonar. These methods aim to generate a set of optimal codes, however there are various parameters driving the optimization which vary the balance of output properties. For implementation, it is useful to understand the relationship between input parameters and output properties, so that codes can be designed for specific properties. It is also important to verify the codes meet the designed properties, to develop a robust system.

This chapter observes generated codes and their properties, for relationships between the input and output of the optimization. An example set of parameters are used to produce a set of codes, to ensure codes meet requirements for an example sonar system. Furthermore, comparisons are made to existing codes, as well as overall bounds for codes, to investigate the effectiveness of generated codes and to see how close codes are to an optimal solution.

4.1 Tradeoffs

The optimization for sonar codes minimizes the error for each property specified by the objective function. This minimization is dependant on the
input parameters, which are specified before optimization begins. Perturbing the various input parameters showed several changes to the output properties, suggesting relationships between input and output parameters. It is useful to investigate these relationships, as they provide information that can be used to achieve specific output properties once optimized, instead of reaching arbitrary minimization for a particular set of codes.

Multiple parameters have a significant effect on the output code and its properties. The weighting factors for optimization is one set of these parameters. The weighting factors affect the significance of error for each property, and so affects how each property is prioritized in optimization. The higher the priority, the lower the error relative to other properties. In practise this prioritization typically is at the cost of other properties controlled by the weighting, and so weighting one property higher causes that property to improve, but other properties to deteriorate in terms of error. It is expected that this trade-off between weightings is linear, as the weightings are combined in the objective function linearly.

Another significant parameter is code length. A lower settling point has been observed for longer codes, similar to how standard codes are limited by the Welch bound. This suggests a similar bound may exist for these multi-detection codes. For implementation, a shorter code is ideal as it allows for a shorter burst between pings and also is easier to store in the system. The relation between side lobe and code length provides useful information on code lengths for desired performance in a sonar system.

The size of the main lobe in autocorrelation also has a significant effect on code properties. The main lobe corresponds to the range for fish to fish resolution occurs, where detection can occur only if there is a small difference in the power of reflected signals. It was found through empirical testing that the size of this region affected side lobes significantly, and so is useful to know the relationship for achieving specific requirements. An increase in main lobe size would correspond to a reduced resolution in time for resolving differing power reflections while being able to resolve
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signals of a larger difference in power.

From the above, the input parameters for the code are primarily based on the following parameters. Included are the default values per parameter, used in each of the subsequent subsections for testing and displaying the relation between parameters.

- Code Length = 500
- Weighting factors [Sidelobe, Power, Main Lobe] = [1 0 10^{\frac{-40+3}{20}}]
- Main Lobe Size = 10

For sake of completion, the following also affect the optimization to a lesser extent:

- Power scaling function
- Iteration step size
- Transducer Transfer Function
- Code start points

4.1.1 Code Length

The length of the code for sonar systems determines the duration of a signal. Signals in turn are limited by how long they can transmit in a sonar system. If the signals are too long, the reflections interfere with reception. Because of this, a longer code limits the rate that a sonar system can ping, and so limits what ranges can be detected as well as how often information is updated. For ideal systems, the ping rate would be high, and so the code length should be short.

Conversely, the Welch bound has indicated that longer code lengths provide better bounds on correlation, suggesting that for better properties a longer code should be used. This contrast in requirements and in bounds
leaves strict limitations on what can be implemented in a sonar system. Using an alternative detection system, with multi-level detection, separates the codes from the Welch bound, however there are still limitations on what code lengths can be used. It has been observed that longer code lengths still improve side lobe performance in a multi-level detection code, and so it is worthwhile investigating this relationship.

Empirical testing has shown that for longer code lengths, a lower side lobe level can be achieved, as shown in Figure 4.1. Here it can be seen that the codes follow an approximately inverse proportional relation, similar to the Welch bound. The codes were tested for a range of code lengths, and for a fixed main lobe size of 9 samples wide, from sample -4 to +4 relative to the central peak. The weighting factors applied were for weighting the main lobe and side lobe as standard, and zero weighting on power characteristics to observe the bounds on the code length.

From this relationship it can be seen that similar constraints apply to the multi-level detection codes as for standard codes for implementation in a sonar system. For the target of -40 dB for fish to bottom detection, it can be seen it can be achieved in this case for codes of length 200 samples. For

Figure 4.1: Relationship between length of code vs side lobe level in the matched filter.
cases of shorter code length, the required side lobe characteristics cannot be met with the default parameters by varying only code length. Another approach must be taken to improve the side lobe properties.

4.1.2 Weighting

Weightings in optimization are arbitrary prioritizations in an objective function. The weightings prioritize the amount a function or sub-function should be optimized relative to other functions. Because of this arbitrary prioritization, it can be difficult to observe the effect a weighting has on the optimization other than improving or worsening a particular property. In some cases this is acceptable, as a simple attempt at a set of weightings can provide a good result which can then be adjusted to adjust the error of each property. In the case of sonar, there are a few points that can be noted to improve this weighting.

The weighting for side lobe level is the fixed point for the weightings. For design, the side lobe levels are targeted for -40 dB, to resolve fish from the sea floor. This fixed point removes some of the ambiguity with the relative weightings, allowing for a more quantitative look at the effect of other weightings. Conversely, weighting of the main lobe is based on the Rayleigh Criterion, requiring points outside the detection point to be below -3 dB. This is another fixed point for weighing. The relative ratio between the main lobe and side lobe is -3 dB : -40 dB, and so to optimize to these levels the functions should be prioritized based on this ratio. The weightings are applied as -3 dB for side lobes and -40 dB for the main lobe, to have a high weighing for side lobes and a lower weighting for the main lobe.

The weighting for power shaping is not based on a fixed weighting relative to the weightings for the side lobe level and the main lobe level. The weighing for power shaping controls the optimization of the magnitude of the code to match a target pulse shape, and this optimization is not related
directly related to other optimizations. This allows the power shaping weighting to be varied separately.

Figure 4.2 shows the relation between the power weighting factor and shaping of the magnitude of samples. For weightings less than $10^0$, the magnitude of the code was not significantly shaped. By increasing the power weighing, the magnitude of samples in the code deviate less from the target power shape. This suggests that a code can be shaped to a desired level of deviation from a target pulse shape, by adjusting the power weighting in design.
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One point to note is the change in deviation of magnitudes to the target shape, along the sequence. For relatively low values in the pulse shape, the deviation in magnitude is higher, and for relatively high values in pulse shape, the deviation is less. This suggests the power weighting is applied more heavily on higher values in the shape than lower. Although variable deviation is not ideal, the results show that the magnitude is still well shaped to a target shape, and so the variation is considered negligible.

As power weighting increases, the relative weighting for matched filter optimization decreases, which implies a tradeoff between the two properties. Figure 4.3 shows a consequence of this tradeoff, between power weighting and sidelobe level. This shows that as the power weighting increases, the side lobe also increases. Lower side lobes are desired, for fish bottom detection, so this tradeoff suggests that as the power weighting is increased to reduce deviation from a target pulse shape, the side lobe characteristics will worsen, and so a balance must be found to meet both properties.

Side lobe characteristics are a requirement set to be below -40 dB, yet
the power weightings are qualitatively set to be as good as possible. Requirements can be met by setting a fixed requirement at -40 dB for side lobes, then choosing the largest power weighting to meet this result will provide an optimal code. Observing the relation for this example, Figure 4.3, shows that this can be met for these particular parameters using a power weighting of about $10^1$. The actual weighting can vary between parameters, however provides a methodology for designing codes with optimal power properties.

4.1.3 Main Lobe Size

The main lobe corresponds to a wide detection region, which enables better side lobe characteristics to be obtained in optimization of codes, as discussed throughout Chapter 2. Typical matched filtered systems target delta-like detection in autocorrelation, effectively a main lobe size of zero. By widening this main lobe, it was observed that by sacrificing correlation properties in the main lobe, the side lobe characteristics were improved.

In implementation, this main lobe can be compared with fish detection. For the detection of pings reflecting off two fish, where the reflected pings are of similar power, the main lobe does not affect detection as points are optimized to meet the Rayleigh Criterion, discussed in Section 1.1.2. For reflection of pings where one is from a fish and another the sea floor, the reflection off the floor will be up to 40 dB higher than the reflection off the fish and so any overlap in signals can only be detected in regions where autocorrelation of the stronger signal is below -40 dB, in other words regions outside the main lobe. To maximize the resolution of this detection, the width of the main lobe should be minimized.

Figure 4.4 shows the relation between main lobe width in samples vs the achievable side lobe level after optimization. Each point is calculated for a constant code length of 500, and with constant weighting factors. A random vector initialized each code, and optimization automatically
stopped when the change in error dropped below 0.01 dB per 10,000 steps. This was repeated for several random codes. Here it can be seen that, overall, increasing the main lobe width reduces the side lobe level, improving performance.

Compared to the sonar requirements, which for improved resolution aim to minimize the width of this main lobe, this tradeoff result shows a conflicting property that codes optimal for side lobes have larger main lobes. To design for ideal properties, a trade off must be made between increasing the main lobe width to improve side lobe performance, versus decreasing the main lobe to improve time resolution for pings of significant power difference.

The bounds and relationships of the various input parameters provide a scope for codes that are able to be produced. However this does not directly inform how codes perform in a real system. To get a better idea of realistic properties, it is useful to parameterized the codes for a real life system, and observe output properties.
4.2 Parametrization for a Sonar System

With the scope of parameters known, codes can now be produced to meet requirements for a real life sonar system. These requirements are based on target ranges desired for a fish detection system, however the applications are broad enough that the codes can be adapted as needed. The previous analysis on how parameters affect the output properties show what is feasible in implementing a sonar system, and so guide the efforts on what properties should be targeted, as well as the potential for improvement.

4.2.1 Requirements (including calculations)

The requirements of a sonar system are based off the desired detection range of a sonar system for recreational and industrial fishing vessels. These systems need to detect fish at both close range of the order of metres, as well as long range to the order of 1-2 kilometres. A table listing example ranges and requirements are shown in Figure 4.5. Here it can be seen that for various ranges of detection, there are different constraints on the rate of pings. This limits the time interval between pings, requiring shorter pings for pings of a higher rate. The rate of pings limits the length of the signal in each ping, and so puts constraints on the code and its properties in the matched filter. However from Section 4.1 it has been shown that there are limitations for the properties that can be achieved using optimization. Based on these varying requirements and limitations, it is difficult to produce a single code set that applies to all ranges, and so the sonar system has been designed to use multiple code sets for each set of ranges.

The example ranges highlight a few interesting requirements for the sonar codes. Note the requirements include the time for a signal to transmit from the boat to the target, and back, calculated using the following equation.

\[ d_{\text{fish}} = \frac{ct}{2} \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>Ping rate (pps)</th>
<th>Pulse length (ms)</th>
<th>Min depth (m)</th>
<th>Max depth (m)</th>
<th>Range resolution (two fish) (m)</th>
<th>Range resolution (two fish) (ms)</th>
<th>Range resolution (fish bottom) (m)</th>
<th>Range resolution (fish bottom) (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>110.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>136.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>192.3</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>220.6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>241.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>267.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>394.7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>576.9</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1071.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 4.5**: Table of ranges and requirements for a sonar system. This system aims to detect across both shallow and deep water, however can have separate modes for each set of ranges.
Firstly, for fish to fish resolution, the requirement is to resolve signals 0.013 ms apart, equivalent to about 0.97 cm apart in distance. Assuming the code is sampled at roughly 100 kHz, this corresponds to a sample resolution of about $0.013\text{ms} \times 100\text{kHz} = 1.3$ samples. To meet the Rayleigh Criterion, to ideally resolve the two signals the overlap points should not exceed -3 dB. Assuming similarly shaped signals in the receiving filter, since the signals are based on the same transmit signal, the overlap point is likely to be equidistant from the two peaks, roughly 0.65 samples away. This is difficult to design in a code, as the signal is optimized and adjusted per sample, not per fraction of a sample. Instead, the requirements can simply be exceeded at the rounded requirement, at 1 sample out. This ensures that two fish can still be resolved with high accuracy.

To resolve fish from the sea floor, the signal must be able to be resolved while in the side lobe of a stronger signal. This requires side lobes to be below -40 dB to the peak. The requirement for this resolution is for 1m between targets, corresponding to a time resolution of $1.333\text{ms}$ between signal peaks. At 100 kHz, this corresponds to $1.333\text{ms} \times 100\text{kHz} = 133.3$ samples. In design of the matched filter, this corresponds to the main lobe between $-133$ to $+133$ sample offsets.

This resolution is less stringent than for fish to fish resolution, so much that it is larger than some of the required pulse lengths. This means that for shorter pulse lengths, lengths less than the time resolution of fish to bottom, the requirement is automatically met as matched filters outside an input signal are defined to be zero, or negative infinity dB. In reality it is based on the noise level, however this makes no difference to the required design as the matched filter is designed for rejecting noise. Short pulse lengths require no additional consideration for designing fish to bottom resolution, while longer pulses do have this fish to bottom requirement.

Pulse lengths significantly vary based on the required resolution. For short distances a high ping rate is needed, limiting the maximum pulse length available for design. For a depth of 5 m, a pulse length of 0.1 ms is
available. At 100 kHz, this allows for a code length of \(0.1\text{ms} \times 100\text{kHz} = 10\) samples. Earlier analysis showed that a short pulse length allows for only a limited side lobe control, however after analyzing requirements on fish to bottom resolution the side lobe levels are only needed for code lengths above 133 samples when sampled at 100 kHz. For points above 133 samples, the side lobe is considered as the points outside the main lobe, and so for short code lengths above 133 samples there are only a few sample points needed for side lobe optimization, still providing a simple requirement in optimization. These characteristics in the requirements simplifies design requirements for shorter codes, while still allowing for longer codes to meet resolution requirements.

The previous analysis shows how requirements convert into parameters for code optimization, and so can be used to produce an optimal code for sonar. The process of producing the codes is outlined below.

### 4.2.2 Optimization output

With a set of requirements laid out, and an indication of property tradeoffs illustrated, a strong foundation has been set for analysis of the sonar codes. Before observing the final output it is useful to look at the stages of producing the codes, observing how the code’s properties are set and improved at each stage. This gives an idea of how well each stage can optimize, as well as any weaknesses that need to be overcome.

The set of sonar codes are produced in 3 stages. These are:

- Matched Filter Optimization
- Digital Transmitter Mapping
- Mis-Matched Filter Correction

The process will use the example codes for detecting at a depth of 50-70m, for a pulse length of 10 ms. At 100 kHz, this corresponds to a code length of 1000 samples. The Rayleigh criterion needs to resolve signals
separated by 1.3 samples, and the main lobe sits at roughly -133 to +133 sample offsets from the main matched filter peak.

**Matched Filtered Optimization**

Optimization begins by inputting parameters. These parameters are a code length, using the pulse length times the sample rate. This example sets the code length as $10\text{ms} \times 100\text{kHz} = 1000$ samples. It was found that the main lobe size could be reduced further than the requirement, achieving better resolution. The parameter for main lobe was modified to 65 samples out from the central peak, to achieve 0.666 ms fish bottom range resolution, or 0.5 m resolution for fish to bottom. Weighting factors are $[1 \lambda_{PAPR} 10^{\frac{-40+3}{20}}]$, where $\lambda_{PAPR}$ is adjusted to provide power weighting without permitting side lobes above -40 dB.

Optimization using iterative methods step to reduce error of a vector and so, in some cases, not guaranteed to achieve a perfect solution. Instead, the error is reduced each step until the error is considered non-significant. This suggests that optimal codes may be optimized forever, however in reality a good solution is produced within a few steps, and so an arbitrary stop point can be set by observing the error not changing significantly. A more robust method in place is to set this stop point in the optimization, which stops the algorithm once the net improvement of error drops below a threshold. This threshold stepping is implemented by running the algorithm for roughly 10,000 steps, then comparing the error from before the steps to the error after, and if the improvement in error is above the threshold the optimization repeats for another set of steps. If below the threshold, it is unlikely that further significant optimization is possible, so the optimization stops. The large set of steps between comparisons allows for any potential overshoot and self correction, to prevent the algorithm from ending prematurely. This allows for multiple optimizations to be queued at once, so that a set of codes for each requirement can be generated with one optimization set up.
The optimization was applied to the example parameters outlined earlier, optimized until there is no significant change in error. Properties observed in the optimized code are based on the matched filter, and the magnitude of the code. The matched filter provides observation of resolution requirements, while the magnitude provides observation of power requirements of the code. For the sonar code in this example, the properties are shown in Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8.

Figure 4.6 shows the properties of both codes in the matched filter. This plot effectively compares a single received pulse compared in the matched filter, scaled based on the magnitude of the code. Note the side lobes sitting below -40 dB. Also, any cross correlation between codes at edge angles of the transducer is below -40 dB as well. A zoomed version of the same plot is shown in Figure 4.7, to show further details of the main lobe. Here it can be seen that there is a distinct main lobe between -65 and +65 sample offsets. Zooming in on the central peak, the offsets outside of the central peak sit
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below -10 dB, which is well below -3 dB meeting the Rayleigh Criterion. For resolution, the code meets the expected properties in the matched filter, and so these codes are expected to perform as needed in the sonar system by correctly resolving any interfering signals.

Although not a direct objective for design, spikes in the main lobe are non-ideal. For clear resolution in the main lobe, any overlapping signals must be stronger than the highest point in the region, to avoid confusion with the main signal. Spikes in Figure 4.7 are sporadic, preventing overlapping weaker signals in the main lobe being resolved when below -30 dB. The main lobe is primarily optimized to meet the Rayleigh criterion, and using peak optimization continually targets the highest points next to the central peak. To reduce spikes in the main lobe, an additional region could be implemented for peak error minimization, targeting the main lobe excluding points near the Rayleigh Criterion. This would prevent the algorithm locking optimization near the central peak, smoothing out the main lobe region.

The magnitude of each signal after passing through a transducer is shown in Figure 4.8, and the pulse shaping function is shown as well. In this case an arbitrary shaping function has been used as a test function, however any function can be used to shape the pulse. This function used a sine wave to ramp up, then a cosine wave to ramp down followed by zeros to pad out the trailing transients of the transducer. This combination of functions provides a smooth waveform with a continuous gradient, while being simple to generate.

The signals’ magnitudes in Figure 4.8 are shown to clearly follow the shaping function, ideally meeting the power requirements for the set of sonar codes. Based on the matched filter properties, the side lobes could be sacrificed to further improve magnitude shaping. The side lobes are targeted to be below -40 dB, and any improvement beyond this is beneficial, however does not provide any direct improvement from the requirements. One alternative for improvement is to limit the optimization to -40 dB then
Figure 4.7: Optimization Output for the Matched Filter optimizer, observing the code’s matched filter output. Zoomed to show details of main lobe.
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Figure 4.8: Optimization Output for the Matched Filter optimizer, observing each signal’s magnitude properties after passing through a transducer. Blue and red show the magnitude of each code, and purple shows the shaping function used to shape the magnitude of each code.

using further optimization for magnitude shaping, which can potentially improve the shaping even further. At this stage, results have proven more than satisfactory, so further improvements to the algorithm are optional.

These example results show the output of matched filter optimization meet the requirements sufficiently, and are a good indicator for the final codes and the properties expected after transmitting. The next stage looks at how this matched filtered code translates to a digital transmitter, to apply to a sonar system.

Digital Transmitter Mapping

The digital transmitter mapping takes a set of samples and maps it to a waveform that the digital transmitter can transmit, using coefficients to control the waveform. This mapping aims to reproduce the input waveform as accurately as possible, such that samples match the design. The accuracy of the samples is based on the phase properties and the amplitude properties
of the samples. For this example one digitally transmitted sequence is observed, however similar properties are present in the second code.

The set of sonar codes for 50-70m is mapped and evaluated based off the output from the matched filter optimization. For illustrative purposes a subset of the phase characteristics of both the original matched filter optimizer output and of the digital transmitter output are included in Figure 4.9. Here it can be seen that the mapped phase is very similar to the original phase. Observing the whole sequence, the error does not go beyond 0.03 radians. This suggests the phase is mapped on the digital transmitter accurately. Further accuracy can be obtained by optimising for more iterations, and with smaller step sizes.

The amplitude of the code is directly compared in Figure 4.10. This plot compares the ratio of original sequence amplitude to the amplitude of the digitally transmitted signal. An accurate mapping should show a flat, constant ratio across samples to show the code scaled equally across the whole sequence. For most of the sequence the ratio of amplitudes is constant near 8.7, however there are peak errors at points that can be as large as 50% of the amplitude. This is not ideal, and occurs due to cycles.
Figure 4.10: Optimization Output for the Digital Transmitter mapping, observing the amplitude properties of each code. Amplitude properties represented as a ratio, each sample’s amplitude for ideal sonar divided by each sample’s amplitude in the digital transmitter.

spanning several sample periods. A single cycle has a constant amplitude, and so when it spans multiple periods the constant amplitude is spread across these periods. If these samples are designed for different amplitudes, then there will be some error across the samples. This error is always present if cycles span multiple samples, however later results will show this does not have a significant impact on results.

For a sanity check, it is useful to also look at the distribution of coefficients for both cycle length and for amplitude control. Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of cycle lengths. Note the sequence is followed by a constant set of cycles, these are at the centre frequency of the digital transmitter and are effectively zero padding the sequence.

To get a frame of reference for the coefficients, it is useful to look at how the coefficients compare to the transmit and sample rates of the system. The clock rate of the transmitter is about 102.5 MHz, which controls the lengths of each digitally transmitted cycle, in relative sample lengths. This can be
used to calculated a ratio of the clock rate over the rate in question. For centre frequency, this corresponds to $102.5 \text{ MHz} / 250 \text{ kHz} = 410$ samples, and for sampling frequency about $102.5 \text{ MHz} / 100 \text{ kHz} = 1025$ samples. Converted to half pulse widths, which are control coefficients in the digital transmitter, these are 205 samples for centre frequency, and about 512 for sampling frequency.

Observing the generated coefficients in Figure 4.11, the sequence shows most of the half cycle lengths distributed around the centre frequency, about 205 samples. There are also a few spikes in long lengths, above 400 samples. Several of these spikes in lengths are longer than the number of cycles per sample, which is at about 512 samples, and so correspond to cycles spanning multiple samples. Since cycles are a fixed sinusoidal shape, the samples are coupled in amplitude and phase, potentially contributing to error. Identifying these points indicates areas of potential improvement for the algorithm, and in the digital transmitter, which can be investigated further in future work.

The amplitude coefficients are shown in Figure 4.12. The amplitude control is similar to the amplitude of the signal itself, however takes into ac-
count harmonic loss. This relationship is non-linear, however the mapping is monotonic increasing and one to one, as discussed in Section 2.3, so it is expected the amplitude coefficients follow a similar shape to the amplitude itself. This is evident in the figure, where the amplitude coefficients ramp up then down, similar to the original matched filter optimized sequence and in the shaping function.

This evaluation of the digitally transmitted signal shows signal characteristics very similar to the original match filter optimized signal. As a final comparison for this stage, the matched filter of the digital transmitted signal is shown in Figure 4.13. Here the matched filter characteristics are shown to be very similar, with side lobes below -40 dB, however a new set of spikes have been introduced outside the main lobe, close to the centre. This set of results is still usable, however can still be further improved. To realise this improvement, the receiving coefficients can be optimized using a mis-matched filter.
Figure 4.13: Matched filter of one code, comparing autocorrelation from matched filter optimization (blue) and digital transmitter mapping (red). Note the spikes either side of the main lobe, not originally present in the first stage of matched filter optimization.

Mis-Matched Filter

The digital transmitter was shown to transmit a designed code, however with few errors based on the constraints of cycles. This suggests that matching a transmitted waveform will not produce ideal properties as designed. However by using a mis-matched filter the filter properties can be improved. By mis-matching the digitally transmitted signal, the filter coefficients are obtained by a similar optimization as in the matched filter, but in this stage against a static code.

The results of this optimization are shown in Figure 4.14. This figure shows the matched filter properties meeting the ideal properties for resolving signals, similar to the matched filter properties in the first stage. The major differences are that this is now receiving a signal that can be transmitted in a high power system, using the digital transmitter, and that the filter coefficients are no longer constrained by the power scaling properties as in the transmitting code. The reduced constraints allow for further optimization and improvement, as evident in the mis-matched filter
response.

From this example it is shown that a code for a particular range is designed and optimized, in both transmitting and receiving. The process is repeated for other ranges. It should be noted that the digital transmitter is aimed for high power systems, for transmitting the larger distances in the requirements. This additional design constraint is not needed for short ranges, and so short ranges only require design of a matched filter.

### 4.2.3 Comparison against existing codes

Comparison of existing codes provide a good benchmark for the properties of the generated sonar codes. Existing codes such as Gold and Zadoff-Chu codes have useful properties with regard to autocorrelation and cross correlation, making them useful for the matched filter. Newer codes utilise these codes and more, providing additional properties that are useful for not only sonar but for communication and detection systems in general.

Chirp signals are a common signal used for sonar detection [6, 26, 45]. A chirp signal is a sinusoidal waveform that changes frequency over time. This has a fixed bandwidth of signal, and has typically good properties for auto-correlation and cross correlation. A linearly changing waveform makes it simple to generate, and fixed bandwidth is a useful benefit for designing on frequency dependant systems, such as with sonar transducers.

A comparison of a chirp sequence of similar length is shown in Figure 4.15a and 4.16. The signals tested were linear up-chirps, with parameters chosen to target as good performance as possible to compare against the optimized codes from Section 4.2.2. Each chirp was designed using a sampling rate of 100kHz, each given 10 kHz bandwidth and given frequency separation to allow for ideal cross correlation properties.

The auto-correlation and cross correlation of these two chirp signals are shown to indicate the potential performance in a matched filter. Overall the properties initially seem good, however the side lobes are still too
Figure 4.14: Optimization Output for the Mis-Matched Filter optimization, optimizing filter coefficients for receiving a digitally transmitted signal. Shown is the receiving filter characteristics for filter coefficients of code A receiving signal A and signal B (top), and code B receiving both signals A and B (bottom).
Figure 4.15: Observing the autocorrelation and cross correlation of two chirp signals. (a) and (b) indicate main lobe properties, with side lobes dropping below -40 dB beyond ±170 sample offsets. Also note the wide peak (c) for the Rayleigh Criterion.
high. For the requirement of -40 dB, the side lobes meet these requirements outside offsets $\pm 170$, which for a sampling rate of 100 kHz is beyond the required resolution. Cross correlation properties are satisfactory in this case. For Rayleigh Criterion signal resolution, the main peak has points above -3 dB outside the 0 lag offset, making similar strength signal resolution difficult. Although the signal shows promising properties, it doesn’t meet the requirements and so is not as good to implement as the optimized signal.

Another useful comparison is to introduce power scaling. Scaling the magnitude of samples affects correlation, and so it is useful to note if any additional considerations could make the chirp signal viable. A plot of correlation properties introducing this power scaling into the chirp is included in Figure 4.16. Here the signal shows much better side lobe properties, however the main lobe is now much worse for similar strength signal resolution. Although the chirp signal is easier to generate based on a simple function, the target properties are not met and so is not as good a sonar code as the optimized code.

Zadoff-Chu sequences are another class of sequences that provide useful correlation properties for code design [27]. The Zadoff-Chu sequence is based on a complex exponential sequence oscillating at a rate based on a prime number [4]. The use of this prime number ensures that values are not exactly the same as the phase wraps around, and so provides good correlation properties for every shift of the sequence. These sequences primarily have good periodic correlation properties, however the aperiodic properties are also notable.

Figure 4.17 shows the correlation properties of a pair of Zadoff-Chu codes, each with relatively prime coefficients to generate the code. The relatively prime coefficients ensure good cross correlation properties. The figure shows initially that side lobe levels are worse for Zadoff-Chu codes than for chirp codes, however the main peak has a much sharper descent for non-zero offsets, making similar strength detection better. These codes
Figure 4.16: Autocorrelation and cross correlation of two chirp signals, frequency separated and power scaled. Note the wide main lobe, making resolution of similar power signals difficult for small offsets.
provide a better property in one regard, however at the sacrifice of another property.

Note that although the correlation properties appear worse than chirp signals, the errors are spikes. The Gradient Descent algorithm uses peak minimization to reduce error, and so if there are only a few peaks then there is minimal optimization effort to improve the code. This property suggests that Zadoff-Chu codes could be a good start point for optimization of codes using the gradient descent method. Empirical evidence supports this, showing that these codes take less iterations to optimize than chirp codes, or random codes. Because of this property, implementation has defaulted to use Zadoff-Chu codes as a start point, then optimize to produce ideal codes.

4.2.4 Comparison to bounds

The codes generated have been optimized for correlation and power properties in a sonar systems. Compared to existing codes, these optimized codes have been shown to perform better overall, in terms of resolution for sonar. However although the codes are relatively better, it is more powerful
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to ensure codes are optimal for all possible codes. To evaluate this, and to further validate the performance of these codes, it is useful to look at the bounds.

The Welch bound, analysed in Section 2.4, shows the overall bounds on correlation for a set of codes. This bound, repeated below in Equation 4.1, shows the minimum peak correlation for autocorrelation excluding the zero lag peak, and for all cross correlation for all codes in a set. This provides an indicator of optimal properties that can be achieved in sonar.

\[
c_{max} \geq \sqrt{\frac{M - 1}{M(2N - 1) - 1}}
\]  

(4.1)

Observing the Welch bound, for \( M = 2 \) codes of length \( N = 1000 \), the bound on correlation is \( c_{max} \geq -36.0173 \) dB. The optimized codes have shown to be below these codes, achieving side lobes of -40 dB. Initially this would seem to violate the Welch bounds, however the main lobe in autocorrelation is not based solely on the zero lag offset, as required by the Welch bound, but is instead a region. Because of this, the Welch bound does not directly apply. Despite this, it is useful to know that the codes have properties better than other codes which rely on a peak only at the zero lag offset.

Further analysis of the bounds showed the modified Welch bound, as analysed earlier in Section 2.4.5. This shows a bound that allows for a main lobe region, providing a more useful metric for evaluating the performance of codes generated by this optimization. Note that this modified Welch bound is for a fixed level of correlation in the main lobe, however results of optimization have shown that the main lobe level is not fixed in the matched filter. As shown earlier in Figure 4.7, points near the zero lag peak are near -10 dB, while points further out are closer to -30 dB. Because of this non-fixed property, the main lobe is estimated to be between -20 and -30 dB on average, to enable a rough comparison.

Parametrizing the modified Welch bound using the optimization inputs
in Section 4.2.2, a relation of bounds relative to main lobe can be observed. This is illustrated in Figure 4.18. Here it can be seen that for a fixed lobe size, as the main lobe level increases the bound on the side lobe level decreases, making it possible to achieve better side lobe performance. Also note the white space towards the top right of the plot, this region indicates negative infinity dB, suggesting potentially zero side lobes and cross correlation.

Labelled on this figure is the main lobe size of ±65, used in the optimization. Here it can be seen the side lobe properties are between -36.48 dB to -46.33 dB, based on the assumption the main lobe correlation level is between -30 dB and -20 dB. A plot of correlation for a fixed lobe size of ±65 shows this relation in more detail, as shown in Figure 4.19. This plot shows that it is possible to achieve side lobes of below -40 dB using a main lobe of ±65, by setting the main lobe correlation high enough.

These bounds agree with the optimization output shown in 4.6. This earlier plot showed correlation side lobes and cross correlation settling at roughly 43 dB, which sits within the expected range of -36.48 dB to -46.33 dB.


Figure 4.19: Modified Welch bound for $M = 2$ codes, each code length $N = 1000$, main lobe of $D = 65$ corresponding to ±65 sample offsets.

dB from the modified Welch bound. This suggests the codes are close to optimal.

A noteworthy characteristic of the plot in 4.19 is the asymptote as the main lobe correlation level is increased towards -18 dB. In reality this is level in main lobe correlation is not ideal, as the main lobe corresponds to potential interference for fish to fish detection. Allowing a lower main lobe allows for detection of small signals in the main lobe of a strong signal, however If allowed to rise this main lobe detection will be limited. This introduces a new kind of trade off, however is more appropriate to analyse in requirements design rather than signal design, which is beyond the scope of this thesis.

Overall, codes have been shown to go beyond the performance of codes bound by the Welch bound, and have also been shown to be limited by the modified Welch bounds. The performance of these codes close to the bounds suggest they are close to optimal for implementation in a sonar system. To confirm these properties, an empirical test was set up to evaluate codes in a real life situation. This is explored further in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5

Evaluation - Empirical Testing
(Water Tank)

A methodology for design of sonar codes has been developed for multiple level detection, and the codes have been evaluated in simulation for various properties which assume ideal conditions. These conditions are good for comparison from a theoretical perspective, allowing for a fair check against other codes and against theoretical bounds. It has been shown that they meet / exceed requirements, and have significantly better properties than existing codes that are used in sonar. From a theoretical perspective, these codes are ideal for use in sonar.

To provide further insight to the properties of these codes, it is useful to also look at codes from a practical perspective. Physical systems for testing sonar give an opportunity to observe how the codes perform in a real life scenario, providing confirmation to the accuracy of code design and providing checks for any additional considerations that may have been missed during the design phase. The valuable insight and checks of a practical system is worthwhile to set up.

For this evaluation, a water tank was set up with a transducer which had been previously characterised for frequency response across angles. With the characteristics known, sonar codes could be generated to transmit
through this transducer with ideal properties. The details of this set up are elaborated in Section 5.1.

5.1 Setup

A water tank was set up with a transducer transmitting pressure waveforms, and a hydrophone receiving these waveforms at the opposite end. This water tank can be seen in Figure 5.1. The transducer was free to rotate horizontally, and was controlled via software. This allowed the relative angle between transducer and hydrophone to be set with high accuracy, which allowed for testing a variety of situations for the sonar codes. Triggering the sonar code pulses, recording the received waveform and control of the transducer angle was all handled by software, which allowed for automated testing once parameters were set.

The signal was generated using the Agilent 33522A Arbitrary Waveform Generator [23], connected through a pre amplifier in turn connected to the transducer, shown in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. The arbitrary waveform generator
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Figure 5.2: Internals of the water tank, showing the transducer transmitting codes.

Figure 5.3: Internals of the water tank, showing the hydrophone receiving pulses.
Figure 5.4: Model of the signal path for testing in the water tank system. Quadrature modulation used to shift the code up to pass band.

is able to produce a waveform of real valued samples with high accuracy, and so a real valued waveform at passband was needed, as data input to the arbitrary waveform generator. This signal was designed in MATLAB, and was implemented using an upsampled baseband signal which was then quadrature modulated to the pass band. A diagram illustrating the signal model is illustrated in Figure 5.4. This model shows the process of the signal, and is useful for identifying potential sources of error.

The signal travels from the transducer, through the water and is picked up by a hydrophone, which has a relatively flat frequency response for the frequency range being analysed. The hydrophone, shown in Figure 5.2, picks up the sonar signal from the water, and converts it to an electrical signal. This electrical signal is then analysed through an oscilloscope, which records an output in a file to be later analysed digitally. For this experiment, a matched filter was simulated in MATLAB to confirm the response. The matched filter compares the originally designed sonar codes against the received waveforms, to check if the received waveform is made up of the designed codes. If transmitted in the water tank correctly, and if the codes are designed correctly, the matched filter will have an output similar to the autocorrelation for matching codes, and low cross correlation when detecting non matched codes.
5.2 Differences and Considerations

It is worth noting the differences between this practical evaluation versus evaluating in the idealized simulated environment. One such difference is the signal channel model as seen earlier in Figure 5.4. This channel shows the signal being up converted to the pass band, passed through the channel, received then down sampled to be processed by the matched filter. This model highlights several additions to the channel, which are explored further in the following sections.

5.2.1 Noise

In simulation, noise was assumed to be ideally minimized by the matched filter and so noise was not included in simulation analysis. The simulation of the up conversion and down conversion process yields a perfect reconstruction, as there are no additional sources of error that could perturb the code. However in the water tank experiment there are several potential sources of error.

A major error source is the noise of the channel itself, in the water. Although this noise source should be theoretically minimized by the matched filter, it should still be considered when analysing the results. Averaging the measurements of several pulses mitigates the error from noise, assuming the noise has a mean of 0. This is a viable method to reduce noise as it is likely to be present in the sonar system itself, in the form of repeated pings.

5.2.2 Reflections

Another difference from simulation is the limited duration for codes in the water tank. The water tank is of limited size, and so codes have a limited duration when transmitted to be picked up by a hydrophone before reflections are picked up. The diagram in Figure 5.5 shows a few expected
Figure 5.5: Illustration of some expected reflections of a transmitted sonar pulse in a water tank. Left is a transmitter, right a receiver. Two reflections shown, one off the right of the tank, and one off the bottom of the tank.

reflections in the water tank. As the signal travels from left to right, the direct path should be the first received signal. A reflection is expected as the signal continues past the hydrophone, reflecting off the back wall of the water tank then returning to the hydrophone. Another reflection is expected from bouncing off the bottom of the tank.

In the tank used for the experiment, the receiving hydrophone was positioned roughly 7.5 cm away from the side of the tank, and placed significantly high off the bottom. The first reflections were from the side of the tank, and for a code sampled at 200 kHz the first reflection would be picked up roughly 0.1 ms after the first pulse was picked up. This is calculated based on the speed of water, as shown in Equation (5.5). For a code sampled at 200 kHz, this corresponds to a maximum code length of 20 samples.
CHAPTER 5. EVALUATION - EMPIRICAL TESTING (WATER TANK)

\[ c = \frac{d}{t_{\text{pulse}}} \]  
(5.1)

\[ c = 1481 \text{m/s}, \text{for water at } 20^\circ \text{C} \]  
(5.2)

\[ d = 2 \times 0.075 \text{m} \]  
(5.3)

\[ t_{\text{pulse}} = \frac{d}{c} = \frac{0.15 \text{m}}{1481 \text{m/s}} = 0.1 \text{ms} \]  
(5.4)

\[ t_{\text{pulse}} = N \ast t_s \]  
(5.5)

\[ = N / f_s \]  
(5.6)

\[ f_s = 200 \text{kHz} \]  
(5.7)

\[ N = t_{\text{pulse}} \ast f_s \]  
(5.8)

\[ = 0.1 \text{ms} \times 200 \text{kHz} \]  
(5.9)

\[ = 20 \text{ samples} \]  
(5.10)

From these measurements we can calculate expected time intervals that the hydrophone can receive a signal, before the next reflection begins to interfere. To measure codes ideally, in other words without interference, the codes must be limited to these time intervals. Compared to a simulated signal, which has no limitations with reflections or overlapping signals, the space of codes to test are significantly limited.

5.2.3 Equipment

A typical sonar system transmits using a transducer, then receives on either the same transducer, or on a hydrophone. This means the signal passes through two transfer functions, through the transmitting transducer and through the receiving hydrophone. The water tank uses a single transducer, then receives on a hydrophone that has a flat frequency response over the frequency range. Effectively, the signal passes through only one transfer function, highlighting a difference between the test and a real life sonar scenario. Transmitting over a single transfer function allows for more
accurate characterization of the response of the transducer, important for optimizing the codes for the transducer, and for testing the accuracy of a system.

Another point to note is that the codes are optimized per transducer, so the codes used in the tank test are unique to the transducer. The codes tested are for the transducer introduced earlier, in Figure 3.1. The reduced gain at wide angles of $\pm 60, \pm 70$ degrees is beneficial for minimizing cross correlation, as these regions are regions which will interfere, and will have a reduced gain relative to the main beam axis along the 0 angle.

5.3 Results from testing

The limitations in the water tank place limits on what can be tested for sonar codes. The most significant of these limitations is the code length. Codes longer than 20 samples will be received with interference from reflections, so to minimize this interference a relatively short code length must be used. This limitation prevents the testing of sonar codes for implementation requirements, however tests can still be done to compare against simulations. This checks for consistency, and allows for observation of how noise may perturb the filter response of the sonar codes.

A set of codes were generated for length 100 samples using matched filter optimization, then upsampling to roughly 1 MHz. The short code length provided spacing to minimize code overlap, and the code was oversampled sufficiently such that when the waveform was band shifted, the waveform could be clearly represented. The waveform was then modulated using quadrature phase modulation, as a simple method to generate and accurately modulate the waveform digitally. This waveform was transmitted through the system, and received on the oscilloscope to be analyzed digitally offline. The output was demodulated using quadrature demodulation, and filtered to obtain the base band response. This base band signal was then passed through a matched filter, matching against the designed code
Figure 5.6: Water tank experiment 1 result, Code A (Not aligned). Note peaks in side lobes from the original optimization.

The output of the matched filter is shown in Figure 5.6 for code A, and in Figure 5.7 for code B. In both cases there is a match in the matched filter, and a significant main peak detected, however there are also significant peaks in the side lobes, not matching the design of the original codes. These side lobe peaks may be incorrectly identified as lower power reflections if the threshold is set according to the original design, and deviate significantly from the design. This is not ideal.

To determine the cause of this deviation from design, it is useful to look at the channel model from Figure 5.4. Here there are several processes at work, and parts that have already been compensated for. Particularly noteworthy are the upsampling and downsampling processes.

Assuming perfect upsampling and downsampling, it is expected that a signal that was upsampled then downsampled would be perfectly reconstructed, and mirror the original signal. However it should be noted that the experiment deals with a real signal, which is bound in time limiting the
length of samples. Another limitation is the code itself, which is defined for a limited time window and has samples for all points in the window. Limited windows are not represented in perfect upsampling and downsampling processes, and if unaccounted for lead to distortion at the edge samples. This can be accounted for by zero padding the edges of the code, as well as allowing for preceeding and trailing zeros when recording the received signal. This reduces the windowing effect in sampling, reducing distortion caused by windowing the sequence and receiving signal.

Another limitation in the channel is filtering the upsampled signal and the downsampled signal, during modulation. Modulation should ideally shift a waveform up to a frequency band, however some modulation schemes have not ideal, leaking signals outside the transmit frequency band [37]. This is typically handled by filtering the band of the signal, after the signal is shifted to the pass band. Ideally this filtering would be perfect, to only pass the signal at the pass band without any change to the signal. Offline filtering can approach this ideal with little distortion to the signal,
but in real world usage filtering is typically causal and of finite impulse response, to ensure stability and reduce complexity. For this experiment the MATLAB command ‘filtfilt’ was used, which applies a filter then reverses the output and passes it again to prevent any phase distortion. This ‘filtfilt’ command, in combination with a relatively high order butterworth filter, was used to filter the signal for the pass band. Filtering using this zero-phase distortion filter should have little effect on the output filter response, and is unlikely to cause any changes from the expected simulated response.

Noise is another characteristic that may have a significant effect on the output matched filter. Noise is present in any real world system, and can enter at every stage of signal transfer. In particular, the cables running from the signal generator to the transducer, and from the hydrophone to the oscilloscope were long due to space limitations, and could potentially couple significant noise into the system from nearby electrical sources, or even to each other. Averaging the result should significantly reduce any white noise, and overall is considered an inherent part of the system. This characteristic is significant, but not significant enough to cause specific points to peak as we saw in the first set of results. Random noise would be expected to apply equally to the matched filter response, without any preference to particular offsets.

The transducer response is a significant part of the channel, and has been compensated for in the matched filter optimization. The transducer response was measured by applying a single cycle pulsed sine wave through the input, followed by a flat zero signal of equal length. This pulse provides a wide frequency response near the frequency band, and so allows for an input of various frequencies with a signal pulse. The output can then be measured, and compared to the input, to form a frequency response. This can be converted into a transfer function, which can then be optimized using the processes outlined earlier. The accuracy of the transducer’s frequency response is dependant on the accuracy of sampling the received signal. A signal that is oversampled significantly has high resolution in
the frequency domain, and so can resolve more detailed characteristics in the frequency domain. This leads to a more accurate impulse response. From empirical measurements it was assumed the transducer response was accurate enough for testing, and further measurements confirmed the frequency response was accurate.

From these considerations it was noted the upsampling and downsampling process would have the biggest impact on results, and so zero padding was introduced to compensate for distortion at the beginning and end of the sequence. This was implemented in the experiment, testing the code by taking the optimization output, adding preceding and trailing zeros, upsampling then modulating and filtering. The signal was generated and passed through the water tank system, then received on the oscilloscope. The output was recorded with padding at the beginning and end of the received waveform, and the signal demodulated and downsampled. The base band sequence was finally passed through a matched filter based on the original optimization output, and is shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 for codes A and B respectively.

These figures show a significant decrease of peaks in the sidelobes, and also show the signal is matched closer to 0 dB in the main peak. Characteristics match that of the simulation, showing spikes and shallows in the empirical filter plot as with the simulated filter, which confirms the accuracy of the model and design. There are small increases in side lobe characteristics compared to the simulated characteristics from code design, however these can be attributed to perturbations from noise. Overall the codes provide significant improvement in matched filter characteristics. It should be noted that with the additional zero padding that the code lengths are increased, and so affect the requirements. A longer code length means that for a fixed ping rate, the number of samples available for design are reduced. This additional consideration is needed for all future designs.
Figure 5.8: Water tank experiment 2 result, Code A (Aligned). Note significant reduction in side lobes matching design, and similar characteristics.
Figure 5.9: Water tank experiment 2 result, Code B (Aligned). Note significant reduction in side lobes matching design, and similar characteristics.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

Advanced sonar systems can potentially offer greater precision and resolving power than existing systems. A key component of the possible improvement is the design of the transmitted signal. To permit the simultaneous use of multiple transmitters, multiple signals having low cross correlation must be designed.

A set of codes have been developed and optimized for sonar detection. To meet object resolvability requirements, the codes were designed using multiple threshold criteria in their correlations. This is a novel approach to detection. These codes were produced using numerical optimization techniques, another novel approach for the design of both the codes and matched filters simultaneously. Bounds were also developed, extending Welch bounds to include the new class of sequences for multi-level detection.

A digital transmitter was to be used in the sonar system, and so a method was developed to map the optimal match filtered sequence onto this digital transmitter. The digital transmitter, a design imposed on the project prior to my work, was a non-linear system that changes the length and frequency of cycles to meet phase and amplitude properties at sample points. This added complications to design, as the variable length cycles made some sample points impossible to map. Additionally the integrating
effect of phase when changing a cycle length affected the efficiency of optimization. A sliding window optimization was used to map the match filtered sequence onto the digital transmitter, to mitigate the integrating effect on phase as well as to skip any points of fixed or oscillating error. The mapping was confirmed to be accurate by observing errors in phase and amplitude, as well as observing a simulated match filtered output from a digitally transmitted sequence.

Small errors were identified in the digital transmitter sequences, and so a mis-match filter was implemented to mitigate the effect of these errors. The use of a mis-match filter vastly simplified the problem, which became a strictly convex problem. This problem was characterized, and input into convex optimization tools to produce an optimal solution for filter coefficients. The output mis-matched filter was observed to correct imperfections from the digital transmitter, producing ideal filter outputs for resolution and detection in sonar.

An empirical test was conducted to confirm the accuracy of sequence design, using a water tank. The codes were transmitted from one side of the tank to the other, and processed digitally through a matched filter. The process was used to confirm the accuracy of upscaling a sequence, and that transducer characteristics were accurately modeled and compensated for in sequence design. Limitations in the dimension of the tank limited the length of sequences, and so the tank was used as a consistency check to confirm codes worked as designed. The codes were designed for side lobes of about -30 dB, and empirical results confirmed these same results of -30 dB. Furthermore the characteristics of the matched filter outputs were very similar, showing spikes and shallows in the same places as in simulation. This suggests the simulation modeled the empirical experiment conditions accurately, confirming consistency between simulation and in physical experiments. An important result from the tests highlighted that it is important to zero pad the sequence before upscaling, to prevent distortion at the edge of the sequences.
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION

The overall design for sonar codes uses a matched filter optimizer to produce ideal codes, a digital transmitter mapping to map the codes to a usable system, and a mis-matched filter optimization to compensate for limitations in the digital transmitter. The design was confirmed to be accurate for several simulations at each stage, and with empirical experiments. Requirements in resolution and pulse shaping were met, and input parameters provide further options for producing further codes.
Appendix A

A.1 Source Files

A.1.1 Script to call optimization

%%% Script to Call optimizer
% Script to parameterize and call optimizer, and to periodically display / save results.
% Rajiv Pratap

clear all, a_1 = NaN; b_1 = NaN;
steps = 1e4;

N=1000;
% a_1=randn(N,1)+1j*randn(N,1); a_1=a_1./norm(a_1);
% b_1=randn(N,1)+1j*randn(N,1); b_1=b_1./norm(b_1);

error_margin = 0.01;
ramp_fun = [sin(2*pi/4 *(1:300)/300), cos(2*pi/2*(1:700)/700)*.5+.5, zeros(1,200)].^2.

k=0;
prevEE=1;
for k=1:Inf
  [v,v2,EE] = optimizer(’figure’,100,
    ’N’,N,

116
if (20*log10(EE) - 20*log10(prevEE) > -error_margin)
    break
end

N = length(v)/4;
M = 50;
N2 = N+M-1;
lobe = 65;

a_1 = v(1:N)+1j*v(N+1:2*N);
b_1 = v(2*N+1:3*N)+1j*v(3*N+1:4*N);

% Plotting Correlation properties
h1 = sfigure(1);
h2 = sfigure(2);
drawnow;

% Save plots for viewing afterwards
saveas(h1,fullfile('Figures009',sprintf('CorrProperties_phase')),'fig');
saveas(h1,fullfile('Figures009',sprintf('CorrProperties_phase')),'png');
saveas(h2,fullfile('Figures009',sprintf('MagProperties_phase')),'fig');
saveas(h2,fullfile('Figures009',sprintf('MagProperties_phase')),'png');
save(fullfile('Figures009','v_set'),'v','v2');

prevEE=EE;
end
function [v,v2, EE, output args ] = optimizer( varargin )
%OPTIMIZER Optimizes codes for sonar application.
% Rajiv Pratap

%% Initial and default variables

N = 201;
Nt = 201;

fClock=204.8E6; R1 = 410;
fCentre = fClock/2/R1;%/(min(freq)+max(freq))/2;
fSample = 100e3;

% Isolate N initially, so it can initialise other variables.
for i=1:2:length(varargin)
switch upper(varargin{i})
case 'N'
    N = varargin{i+1};
case 'FSAMPLE'
    fSample = varargin{i+1};
end
end

n = [1:N]';
k = 2;
N2 = N+Nt-1;

steps = Inf;
figure_toggle = 1;
lobe = floor(.3*N); %210;
stepdown_width = 5;

ramp_fun = .9*(tukeywin(N2,.5)+.1);
ramp_fun(floor(N2/2):end) = (.9*(N2:-1:floor(N2/2))/N2+.1);

% Scaling vector to scale each gradient for optimizer weighting.
% Ordered by [G_c G_p2a G_rc];
l = [1 1e-12 10^(-(40-3)/20)];
l = [0 1e-1 0];

[~,~,freq] = impulsetransducer1(Nt,[0 0],[fSample fCentre]);
[txrx_nadir,TxRxC1_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt,[0 0],[fSample fCentre]);
txrx_nadir = txrx_nadir./norm(TxRxC1_nadir_raw,1);
[txrx2_nadir,TxRxC2_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt,[0 0],[fSample fCentre]);
txrx2_nadir = txrx2_nadir./norm(TxRxC2_nadir_raw,1);

angle_range = [60:5:70];
M_angle = length(angle_range);
for i=1:length(angle_range)
    [txrx_angles(:,:,i)] = impulsetransducer1(Nt,[angle_range(i) 0],[fSample fCentre])./norm(TxRxC1_nadir_raw,1);
    [txrx2_angles(:,:,i)] = impulsetransducer1(Nt,[-angle_range(i) 0],[fSample fCentre])./norm(TxRxC1_nadir_raw,1);
end
Nt = length(txrx_nadir); N2 = N+Nt-1;

% % Could initialise with Zadoff-Chu sequence instead.
u1 = 23; u2 = 29;
a = exp(-1j*(pi*u1*n.*(n+1))/N);
b = exp(-1j*(pi*u2*n.*(n+1))/N);
a = a/norm(conv(txrx2_nadir,a));
b = b/norm(conv(txrx_nadir,b));
mu=50;

% switch to implement function options
for i=1:2:length(varargin) %iterate length varargin in case other arguments exist for function
    switch upper(varargin{i})
        case 'N'
            %N = varargin{i+1};
case 'FSAMPLE'

case 'MU'
    mu = varargin{i+1};
case 'P2A'
    l = varargin{i+1};
case 'LOBE'
    lobe = floor(varargin{i+1});
case 'FIXEDLOBE'
    lobe = floor(varargin{i+1});
case 'TAPER'
    stepdown_width = floor(varargin{i+1});
case 'RAMP'
    ramp_fun = varargin{i+1};
    ramp_fun = resample(ramp_fun,N2,length(ramp_fun));
case 'L'
    l = varargin{i+1};
case 'A'
    if ~isnan(varargin{i+1})
        a = varargin{i+1};
    end
    case 'B'
    if ~isnan(varargin{i+1})
        b = varargin{i+1};
    end
    case 'FIGURE'
    figure_toggle = varargin{i+1};
case 'STEPS'
    steps = varargin{i+1};
otherwise
    error(['Unexpected option: ' varargin{i}])
end
end

%% More options, currently static
APPENDIX A.

\[ v = [\text{real}(a); \text{imag}(a); \text{real}(b); \text{imag}(b)]; \]

\[
\%
\text{Set up } H \text{ matrix for easy calculation of gradient}
\%
\text{Sets each row to shift relative to the previous row, creating a band}
\%
\text{matrix.}
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op\_angles} = \text{repmat}([\text{conj}((\text{txrx\_angles})); \text{zeros}((N2) - \text{length}(\text{txrx\_angles}),1,M\_angle)],1,M\_angle);
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op\_angles} = \text{permute}(\text{txrx\_op\_angles},[2 1 3]);
\]

\[
[m, n, o] = \text{size}(\text{txrx\_op\_angles});
\]

\[
D = 0:n-1;
\]

\[
B = \text{zeros}(m, n, o);
\]

\[
\text{for } i = (1 : m)
\]

\[
B(i,:, :) = [\text{txrx\_op\_angles}(i,(n - D(i) + 1 : n),:), \text{txrx\_op\_angles}(i,(1 : n - D(i)),:) ];
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op\_angles} = B;
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op2\_angles} = \text{repmat}([\text{conj}((\text{txrx2\_angles})); \text{zeros}((N2) - \text{length}(\text{txrx2\_angles}),1,M\_angle)],1,M\_angle);
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op2\_angles} = \text{permute}(\text{txrx\_op2\_angles},[2 1 3]);
\]

\[
[m, n, o] = \text{size}(\text{txrx\_op2\_angles});
\]

\[
D = 0:n-1;
\]

\[
B = \text{zeros}(m, n, o);
\]

\[
\text{for } i = (1 : m)
\]

\[
B(i,:, :) = [\text{txrx\_op2\_angles}(i,(n - D(i) + 1 : n),:), \text{txrx\_op2\_angles}(i,(1 : n - D(i)),:) ];
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op2\_angles} = B;
\]

\[
\%
\text{Set up txrx\_op matrices for nadir calculations}
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op\_nadir} = \text{repmat}([\text{conj}((\text{txrx\_nadir})); \text{zeros}((N2) - \text{length}(\text{txrx\_nadir}),1)],1,N)';
\]

\[
[m, n] = \text{size}(\text{txrx\_op\_nadir});
\]

\[
D = 0:n-1;
\]

\[
B = \text{zeros}(m, n);
\]

\[
\text{for } i = (1 : m)
\]

\[
B(i,:) = [\text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(i,(n - D(i) + 1 : n)), \text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(i,(1 : n - D(i)) ) ];
\]

\[
\text{end}
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op\_nadir} = B;
\]

\[
\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir} = \text{repmat}([\text{conj}((\text{txrx2\_nadir})); \text{zeros}((N2) - \text{length}(\text{txrx2\_nadir}),1)],1,N)';
\]

\[
[m, n] = \text{size}(\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir});
\]
D = 0:n-1;
B = zeros(m, n);
for i = (1: m)
    B(i,:) = [txrx_op2_nadir(i,(n - D(i) + 1 : n)), txrx_op2_nadir(i,(1 : n - D(i)))]
end
txrx_op2_nadir = B;
clear('B');

%% Loop for error / gradient calculation
prevEE = 0;
for i=1:steps
    % Calculating Correlation gradient
    a_1 = v(1:N) + 1j*v(N+(1:N));
    b_1 = v(2*N+(1:N)) + 1j*v(3*N+(1:N));

    a_2_set = zeros(N2,M_angle); b_2_angle = zeros(N2,M_angle);
    for k=1:M_angle
        a_2_set(:,:,k) = conv(txrx2_angles(:,:,k),a_1);
        b_2_set(:,:,k) = conv(txrx_angles(:,:,k),b_1);
    end
    a_2_nadir = conv(txrx2_nadir,a_1); % results in 201x1 matrix
    b_2_nadir = conv(txrx_nadir,b_1);

    max_error = 0;
    max_error_position_c = 0;
    %min_error = realmax; min_error_position = 0;

    % Correlation error calculation
    % Looking at each angle for the transducer, and picking the corr
    % characteristics resulting in the largest error.
    Eab_set = zeros(N2*2-1,1,M_angle);
    for k=1:M_angle
        Eab_set(:,:,k) = xcorr(a_2_set(:,:,k),b_2_set(:,:,k));
end
Eab_max = max(Eab_set);
[~, Eab_pos] = max(Eab_max,[],3);
Eab = Eab_set(:,:,Eab_pos);
a_2_angle = conv(txrx2_angles(:,:,Eab_pos),a_1);
b_2_angle = conv(txrx_angles(:,:,Eab_pos),b_1);
ttxrx_op = txrx_op_angles(:,:,Eab_pos);
ttxrx_op2 = txrx_op2_angles(:,:,Eab_pos);

% txrx_op = fft(txrx_op).*fft(chebwin(Nt).');
% txrx_op2 = fft(txrx_op2).*fft(chebwin(Nt).');

%Eab = (xcorr(a_2,b_2));
Eaa = (xcorr(a_2_nadir,a_2_nadir));
Ebb = (xcorr(b_2_nadir,b_2_nadir));

% Recalculate a and b for the filtered transducer function
a_2_nadir = conv(txrx2_nadir,a_1);
b_2_nadir = conv(txrx_nadir,b_1);

% Set requirements for correlation
Eaa_c = Eaa;
Eaa_c(N2-lobe:N2-1) = zeros(size(Eaa(N2-lobe:N2-1)));
Eaa_c(N2+1:N2+lobe) = zeros(size(Eaa(N2+1:N2+lobe)));
Eaa_c(N2) = Eaa(N2)-1;

Ebb_c = Ebb;
Ebb_c(N2-lobe:N2-1) = zeros(size(Eaa(N2-lobe:N2-1)));
Ebb_c(N2+1:N2+lobe) = zeros(size(Eaa(N2+1:N2+lobe)));
Ebb_c(N2) = Ebb(N2)-1;

% Set requirements for Rayleigh Criterion
Eaa_rc = abs(Eaa); % Set abs here so abs compared with -3dB
% Eaa_rc(N2-lobe:N2-1) = [zeros(lobe-stepdown_width,1); Eaa_rc(N2-stepdown_width:N2-1)-10^-3/20];
% Eaa_rc(N2+1:N2+lobe) = [Eaa_rc(N2+1:N2+stepdown_width)-10^-3/20; zeros(lobe-stepdown_width)];
Eaa_rc(N2-lobe:N2-1) = [Eaa_rc(N2-lobe:N2-stepdown_width-1); zeros(stepdown_width,1)];
Eaa_rc(N2+1:N2+lobe) = [zeros(stepdown_width,1);Eaa_rc(N2+stepdown_width+1:N2+lobe)];
Eaa_rc(N2) = Eaa(N2)-1;
Ebb_rc = abs(Ebb); % Set abs here so abs compared with -3dB
% Ebb_rc(N2-lobe:N2-1) = [zeros(lobe-stepdown_width,1); Ebb_rc(N2-stepdown_width:N2-1)-10^(-3/20)];
% Ebb_rc(N2+1:N2+lobe) = [Ebb_rc(N2+1:N2+stepdown_width)-10^(-3/20); zeros(lobe-stepdown_width,1)];
Ebb_rc(N2-lobe:N2-1) = [Eaa_rc(N2-lobe:N2-stepdown_width-1); zeros(stepdown_width,1)];
Ebb_rc(N2+1:N2+lobe) = [zeros(stepdown_width,1); Eaa_rc(N2+stepdown_width+1:N2+lobe)];
Ebb_rc(N2) = Ebb(N2)-1;

Etotal_Vector_c = max(abs([Eab,Eaa_c,Ebb_c]),[],2);
Etotal_Vector_rc = max(abs([Eab,Eaa_rc,Ebb_rc]),[],2);

[EE, max_error_position_c] = max(Etotal_Vector_c);
 [~, max_error_position_rc] = max(Etotal_Vector_rc);

% Calculating the actual gradient at the max error positions
offset_range = [max_error_position_c, max_error_position_rc]-N2;
for k=1:length(offset_range)
    offset = offset_range(k);
    if offset<0
        a0 = [zeros(-offset,1); a_2_angle(1:(N2+offset))];
        b0 = [b_2_angle((1-offset):N2); zeros(-offset,1)];
        a0_nadir = [zeros(-offset,1); a_2_nadir(1:(N2+offset))];
        b0_nadir = [b_2_nadir((1-offset):N2); zeros(-offset,1)];
        h01a = [txrx_op2(:,(1-offset):N2),zeros(N,-offset)]; % h01 goes in front of eaa^*
        h02a = [zeros(N,-offset),txrx_op2(:,1:(N2+offset))]; % h02 goes in front of eaa
        h01b = [txrx_op(:,(1-offset):N2),zeros(N,-offset)]; % h01 goes in front of ebb^*
        h02b = [zeros(N,-offset),txrx_op(:,1:(N2+offset))]; % h02 goes in front of ebb
    elseif offset>0
        a0 = [a_2_angle((1+offset):N2); zeros(offset,1)];
        b0 = [zeros(offset,1); b_2_angle(1:(N2-offset))];
        a0_nadir = [a_2_nadir((1+offset):N2); zeros(offset,1)];
        b0_nadir = [zeros(offset,1); b_2_nadir(1:(N2-offset))];
        h01a = [zeros(N,offset),txrx_op2(:,1:N2-offset)]; % h01 goes in front of eaa^*
        h02a = [zeros(N,offset),txrx_op2(:,1:N2-offset)]; % h02 goes in front of ebb
    end

h02a = [txrx_op2(:,1+offset:N2),zeros(N,offset)]; \%h02 goes in front of eaa
h01b = [zeros(N,offset),txrx_op(:,1:N2-offset)]; \%h01 goes in front of ebb^*
h02b = [txrx_op(:,1+offset:N2),zeros(N,offset)]; \%h02 goes in front of ebb
else
a0 = a_2_angle;
b0 = b_2_angle;
a0_nadir = a_2_nadir;
b0_nadir = b_2_nadir;
end

Eab = sum(a_2_angle .* conj(b0));
Eaa = sum(a_2_nadir .* conj(a0_nadir));
Ebb = sum(b_2_nadir .* conj(b0_nadir));

\% Find max error for this offset
if(offset == 0)
    [Etotal, Eindex] = max(abs([Eab Eaa-1 Ebb-1]));
    Eindex_rc = Eindex;
elseif abs(offset)>=stepdown_width \&\& abs(offset)<=20\%abs(offset)==stepdown_width || abs(offset)==abs(20-stepdown_width)
    [Etotal, Eindex] = max(abs([Eab (abs(Eaa)-stepdown) (abs(Ebb)-stepdown)]));
elseif (offset <= lobe) \&\& (offset >= -lobe)
    [Etotal, Eindex] = max(abs([Eab 0 0]));
    if abs(offset)>= stepdown_width
        [~, Eindex_rc] = max(abs([Eab Eaa Ebb]));
    else
        Eindex_rc = 0;
    end
else
    [Etotal, Eindex] = max(abs([Eab Eaa Ebb]));
    Eindex_rc = Eindex;
end
if \( k == 2 \&\& (Eindex\_rc == 2 \| Eindex\_rc == 3) \) | | \( k == 1 \&\& (Eindex == 2 \| Eindex == 3) \)

if offset < 0

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{h01a} &= [\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}(:,1:\text{-offset}):N2],\text{zeros}(N,\text{-offset})]); \%h01 \text{ goes in front of eaa}^* \\
\text{h02a} &= [\text{zeros}(N,\text{-offset}),\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}(:,1:(N2+offset))]; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of eaa} \\
\text{h01b} &= [\text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(:,1:\text{-offset}):N2],\text{zeros}(N,\text{-offset})]); \%h01 \text{ goes in front of ebb}^* \\
\text{h02b} &= [\text{zeros}(N,\text{-offset}),\text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(:,1:(N2+offset))]; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of ebb}
\end{align*}
\]

elseif offset > 0

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{h01a} &= [\text{zeros}(N,\text{offset}),\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}(:,1:N2-\text{offset})]); \%h01 \text{ goes in front of eaa}^* \\
\text{h02a} &= [\text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}(:,1+\text{offset}:N2),\text{zeros}(N,\text{offset})]; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of eaa} \\
\text{h01b} &= [\text{zeros}(N,\text{offset}),\text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(:,1:N2-\text{offset})]); \%h01 \text{ goes in front of ebb}^* \\
\text{h02b} &= [\text{txrx\_op\_nadir}(:,1+\text{offset}:N2),\text{zeros}(N,\text{offset})]; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of ebb}
\end{align*}
\]

else

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{h01a} &= \text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}; \%h01 \text{ goes in front of eaa}^* \\
\text{h02a} &= \text{txrx\_op2\_nadir}; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of eaa} \\
\text{h01b} &= \text{txrx\_op\_nadir}; \%h01 \text{ goes in front of ebb}^* \\
\text{h02b} &= \text{txrx\_op\_nadir}; \%h02 \text{ goes in front of ebb}
\end{align*}
\]

end

end

\% Check which loop, then calculate gradient

if k == 2

if Eindex\_rc == 1

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{m1} &= \text{conj(h02a)}*\text{b\_2\_angle}; \\
\text{m2} &= \text{conj(h01b)}*\text{a\_2\_angle}; \\
\text{G}_{ab} &= [\text{real}((\text{Eab}).*\text{(m1)}); . . . \\
&\text{imag}((\text{Eab}).*\text{(m1)}); . . . \\
&\text{real}((\text{conj(Eab)}).*\text{(m2)}); . . . \\
&\text{imag}((\text{conj(Eab)}).*\text{(m2)}); ]; \\
\text{G1\_rc} &= \text{G}_{ab};
\end{align*}
\]

elseif Eindex\_rc == 2

if offset == 0

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{m1} &= \text{conj(h02a)}*\text{a\_2\_nadir}; \\
\text{G}_{aa} &= [\text{real}(2.*(\text{Eaa}-1).*\text{(m1)}); . . . \\
&\text{imag}(2.*(\text{Eaa}-1).*\text{(m1)}); . . . \\
&\text{zeros(size(b\_1))}; . . . \\
&\text{zeros(size(b\_1))}); ];
\end{align*}
\]

else abs(offset) <= lobe
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\[ m_1 = \text{conj}(h_{02a})a_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ m_2 = \text{conj}(h_{01a})a_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ G_{aa} = [\text{real} (\text{conj}(E_{aa}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{aa}) \cdot m_2]; \]
\[ \text{imag} (\text{conj}(E_{aa}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{aa}) \cdot m_2]; \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(b_1)); \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(b_1)) ]; \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ m_1 = \text{conj}(h_{02a})a_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ m_2 = \text{conj}(h_{01a})a_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ G_{aa} = [\text{real} (\text{conj}(E_{aa}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{aa}) \cdot m_2]; \]
\[ \text{imag} (\text{conj}(E_{aa}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{aa}) \cdot m_2]; \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(b_1)); \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(b_1)) ]; \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ G_{1\_rc} = G_{aa}; \]

\[ \text{elseif} \ E_{index\_rc} == 3 \]
\[ \text{if} \ offset == 0 \]
\[ m_1 = \text{conj}(h_{01b})b_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ G_{bb} = [\text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{real} (2 \cdot (E_{bb} - 1) \cdot (m_1)); \]
\[ \text{imag} (2 \cdot (E_{bb} - 1) \cdot (m_1)) ]; \]
\[ \text{elseif} \ \text{abs}(offset) <= \text{lobe} \]
\[ m_1 = \text{conj}(h_{01b})b_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ m_2 = \text{conj}(h_{02b})b_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ G_{bb} = [\text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{real} (\text{conj}(E_{bb}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{bb}) \cdot m_2); \]
\[ \text{imag} (\text{conj}(E_{bb}) \cdot m_1) + (E_{bb}) \cdot m_2); \]
\[ \text{else} \]
\[ m_1 = \text{conj}(h_{01b})b_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ m_2 = \text{conj}(h_{02b})b_{2}\text{nadir}; \]
\[ G_{bb} = [\text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{zeros} (\text{size}(a_1)); \]
\[ \text{real} (\text{conj}(E_{bb}) \cdot m_1) + E_{bb} \cdot m_2); \]
\[ \text{imag} (\text{conj}(E_{bb}) \cdot m_1) + E_{bb} \cdot m_2); \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ G_{1_{rc}} = G_{bb}; \]

else
\[ G_{1_{rc}} = 0; \]
end

else \%(k == 1)\%
if Eindex == 1
\[ m1 = \text{conj}(h02a) \ast b_2\_angle; \]
\[ m2 = \text{conj}(h01b) \ast a_2\_angle; \]
\[ G_{ab} = [ \text{real}((Eab) \ast (m1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{imag}((Eab) \ast (m1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{real}((\text{conj}(Eab)) \ast (m2)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{imag}((\text{conj}(Eab)) \ast (m2)) ]; \]
\[ G_{1_{c}} = G_{ab}; \]

elseif Eindex == 2
if offset == 0
\[ m1 = \text{conj}(h02a) \ast a_2\_nadir; \]
\[ G_{aa} = [\text{real}(2 \ast (Eaa - 1) \ast (m1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{imag}(2 \ast (Eaa - 1) \ast (m1)) \]
\[ \text{zeros}(	ext{size}(b_1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{zeros}(	ext{size}(b_1)) ]; \]
else
\[ m1 = \text{conj}(h02a) \ast a_2\_nadir; \]
\[ m2 = \text{conj}(h01a) \ast a_2\_nadir; \]
\[ G_{aa} = [\text{real}((\text{conj}(Eaa)) \ast (m1) + Eaa \ast (m2)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{imag}((\text{conj}(Eaa)) \ast (m1) + Eaa \ast (m2)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{zeros}(	ext{size}(b_1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{zeros}(	ext{size}(b_1)) ]; \]
end
\[ G_{1_{c}} = G_{aa}; \]

elseif Eindex == 3
if offset == 0
\[ m1 = \text{conj}(h01b) \ast b_2\_nadir; \]
\[ G_{bb} = [\text{zeros}(	ext{size}(a_1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{zeros}(	ext{size}(a_1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{real}(2 \ast (Ebb - 1) \ast (m1)); \ldots \]
\[ \text{imag}(2 \ast (Ebb - 1) \ast (m1)) ]; \]

\]
else
m1 = conj(h01b)*b_2_nadir;
m2 = conj(h02b)*b_2_nadir;
G_bb = [zeros(size(a_1));
        zeros(size(a_1));
        real(conj(Ebb).*m1 + Ebb.*(m2));
        imag(conj(Ebb).*m1 + Ebb.*(m2)) ];
end
G1_c = G_bb;
else
G1_c = 0;
end
end
clear h0*;

% P2A Gradient Calculation
ramp_fun = ramp_fun ./ (norm(ramp_fun,1)./N2);
G1_p2a_a = zeros(N,1);
G1_p2a_b = zeros(N,1);
a_2 = a_2_nadir;
Ha=txrx_op2_nadir.,'
b_2 = b_2_nadir;
Hb=txrx_op_nadir.'; % Redefinitions to make code shorter

% b_2_r = repmat(b_2,1,N);
% b_2_r2 = repmat(b_2,1,N2);

% % For ratio error adjustment (error range dependant on ramp function)
% e_p2a = conj(a_2).*a_2 ./((a_2'*a_2)/N2*ramp_fun_short)-1;
% [~,e_p2a_ind] = max(e_p2a.*conj(e_p2a));
% e_p2a_val = e_p2a(e_p2a_ind);
% ndx = e_p2a_ind;
%
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\[
\begin{align*}
% \text{de}_\text{dx}_\text{p2a} &= (a_2^*a_2/N2*ramp\_fun(ndx)*\text{Ha}(ndx,:)^*a_2(ndx) - \ldots \\
% \text{Ha}^*a_2/N2*ramp\_fun(ndx)*a_2(ndx)^*a_2(ndx) ... \\
% ./(a_2^*a_2/N2*ramp\_fun(ndx))^2; \\
% G_1\_p2a\_a &= 2*e_{p2a\_val} * \text{de}_\text{dx}_p2a; \\
%
% \text{Full gradient set, to do more than max adjustment} \\
% \text{de}_\text{dx}_p2a_2 &= ((a_2^*a_2)/N2*ramp\_fun_r.*\text{Ha}(:)\_,:)/N2^.*ramp\_fun_r.; \\
% ./(a_2^*a_2/N2*ramp\_fun_r.^2; \\
% G1\_p2a\_a\_set &= 2* \text{bsxfun}(@times, e_{p2a\_val}, \text{de}_\text{dx}_p2a_2); \\
% G1\_p2a\_a &= (\text{sum}(G1\_p2a\_a\_set,2))/N2; \% \text{de}_\text{dx}_p2a_2(:,ndx); \\
%
% \text{For difference error adjustment (const error range)} \\
e_{p2a} &= \text{conj}(a_2)^*a_2 - a_2^*a_2/N2*ramp\_fun; \\
[\_\_, ndx] &= \text{max}(e_{p2a}); \\
%dex\_p2a &= \text{Ha}^*a_2^r.* - (\text{Ha}^*a_2^r_2.*)/N2^.*ramp\_fun_r.; \\
%dex\_p2a &= \text{bsxfun}(\text{e}_p2a, \text{e}_p2a, 'ramp\_fun_r.')/N2; \\
% \text{clear Ha;} \\
G1\_p2a\_a\_set &= 2* \text{bsxfun}(\text{e}_p2a, 'ramp\_fun_r.', \text{dex}_\text{p2a}); \\
% \text{clear dex}_\text{p2a}; \\
G1\_p2a\_a &= (\text{sum}(G1\_p2a\_a\_set,2))/N2; \% \text{Reduce p-1 norm error} \\
%G1\_p2a\_a &= G1\_p2a\_a\_set(:,ndx); \% \text{Reduce positive peak error} \\
e_{p2a\_b} &= \text{conj}(b_2)^*b_2 - b_2^*b_2/N2*ramp\_fun; \\
[\_\_, ndx] &= \text{max}(e_{p2a\_b}); \\
%dex\_p2a\_b &= \text{Hb}^*b_2^r.* - (\text{Hb}^*b_2^r_2.*)/N2^.*ramp\_fun_r.; \\
%dex\_p2a\_b &= \text{bsxfun}(\text{e}_p2a\_b, 'ramp\_fun_r.')/N2; \\
% \text{clear Hb;} \\
G1\_p2a\_b\_set &= 2* \text{bsxfun}(\text{e}_p2a\_b, 'ramp\_fun_r.', \text{dex}_\text{p2a\_b}); \\
% \text{clear dex}_\text{p2a\_b}; \\
G1\_p2a\_b &= (\text{sum}(G1\_p2a\_b\_set,2))/N2; \% \text{Reduce p-1 norm error} \\
%G1\_p2a\_b &= G1\_p2a\_b\_set(:,ndx); \% \text{Reduce positive peak error} \\
dex\_p2a\_b &= \text{bsxfun}(\text{Hb}, 'ramp\_fun_r.') - \text{bsxfun}(\text{Hb}, 'ramp\_fun_r.')/N2; \\
% G1\_p2a &= [\text{real}(G1\_p2a\_a); \text{imag}(G1\_p2a\_a); \text{real}(G1\_p2a\_b); \text{imag}(G1\_p2a\_b)];
\end{align*}
\]
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% Find Net Error Gradient
G1 = l(1)*G1.c + l(2)*G1.p2a + l(3)*G1.rc;

v2 = [real(a_2_nadir);imag(a_2_nadir);real(b_2_nadir);imag(b_2_nadir)];
v = v - mu.*G1;

% if EE > prevEE
% mu=mu/10;
% else
% mu=mu*1.5;
% end
% prevEE = EE;
%
% if (mod(i,figure_toggle ) == 0)
% template = zeros(2*N2−1,1); template(N2) = 1;
% aa = xcorr(a_2_nadir,a_2_nadir);
% bb = xcorr(b_2_nadir,b_2_nadir);
% for k=1:M_angle
%   a_2_plot = conv(txrx2_angles(:,:,k),a_1);
%   b_2_plot = conv(txrx_angles(:,:,k),b_1);
%   ab(:,k) = xcorr(a_2_plot,b_2_plot);
% end

ee = (abs([aa−template;bb−template;reshape(ab,[M_angle*length(aa),1])]));
%ee((N−lobe):(N+lobe)) = zeros(2*lobe+1,1);
%ee((0*N2+N2−lobe−1):(0*N2+N2+lobe+1)) = zeros(2*lobe+3,1);
%ee((2*N2+N2−lobe−1):(2*N2+N2+lobe+1)) = zeros(2*lobe+3,1);
%ee((4*N2−2+N2−lobe):(4*N2−2+N2+lobe)) = zeros(2*lobe+1,1);
EE = max(ee);

% if EE > prevEE
% mu=mu/8;
% else
% mu=mu*2;
% end
% prevEE = EE;
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% if (mod(i,figure_toggle ) == 0)
  %p2a_a = max(abs(a_1))./(sum(abs(a_1))/N);
  %p2a_b = max(abs(b_1))./(sum(abs(b_1))/N);
  %evaluate ramping function
  p2a_a = max((conj(a_2_angle).*a_2_angle)./(a_2_angle'*a_2_angle/N2*ramp_fun));
  p2a_b = max((conj(b_2_angle).*b_2_angle)./(b_2_angle'*b_2_angle/N2*ramp_fun));
%     if(20*log10(EE) > 0)
%         pause;
%     end
%
% Plotting Correlation properties

h1=sfigure(1);
  x = −N2+1:N2−1;
  plot(x,20*log10(abs([a a b b])));%ab]));
  title(sprintf('error:%1.3f dB, p2a:%1.3f, step:%1.f',20*log10(EE).max(p2a_a,p2a_b),i));
  zoom on;
  grid on;
  ylim([−60 0]);

h2=sfigure(2); plot(abs([a_2_nadir b_2_nadir ramp_fun.^5.(a_2_nadir'*a_2_nadir/N2).^5* ramp_fun).
  title('Magnitude of codes'),
  legend(['|a|','|b|','Location','NorthEast'])

  h3=sfigure(3); plot([G1 l(1)*G1_c l(2)*G1_p2a]),
  title('Error Gradients and Gradient components'),
  legend('G_{total}','G_{correlation}','G_{peak-to-average}','Location','NorthEast')

  h4=sfigure(4); plot([[phase(a_1)] (phase(b_1))]),
  title('Phase of signals')
  legend('a','b','Location','NorthEast')

  h=figure(5); plot(real([a_1 b_1])),
  title('Real component of signals')
  legend('a','b','Location','Best')
```matlab
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% h=sfigure(6); plot((e_p2a)),
% title('p2a Error')
 h=sfigure(7); plot(linspace(min(freq),max(freq),length(a_2)),abs(fftshift([fft(a_2) fft(b_2)]))) 570
% h=sfigure(7); plot(linspace(min(window_range),max(window_range),length(a_2)),abs(fftshift
 title('FFT of signals'))

drawnow; %pause(0.5);

end

% if figure_toggle == 1
% close([h1 h2 h3 h4]);
% end
end

end
```
A.1.3 Baseband to Digital Transmitter Mapping Optimization

%%% BBtoDTx
%% Sliding window optimization to map a baseband sequence on to a digital transmitter.
%% Rajiv Pratap

clear all

%% Using angle to match phase
%% Set up variables

% Random signal
% N = 100;
% bb = randn(N,1) + 1j*randn(N,1);
% bb = rand(N,1).*exp(1j* 2*(2*rand(N,1)−1));
% bb = rand(N,1).* exp(1j* 2*cumsum(2*rand(N,1)−1.5));
% bb = bb./norm(abs(bb));

% or, sonar designed sequence
load('v_set');
% load('/u/students/pratapraji/Masters/matlab/rajiv/StrictMiniMaxOptimization/Figures003/v_set_N0500_phaseconstraint.mat');
N = length(v)/4;
Nt = 50;
a_1 = v(1:N)+1j*v(N+1:2*N);
b_1 = v(2*N+1:3*N)+1j*v(3*N+1:4*N);
bb = [0; a_1];

% Tx spec
fClock = 204.8E6;
num_hwp_bits = 12;
num_amp_bits = 8;
TransmitterParams = SpecifyTransmitterParams( fClock, num_hwp_bits, num_amp_bits);

TxampMAX = 2^TransmitterParams.num_amp_bits;
% Rx spec
fSample = 100E3;
% sonar centre frequency
R1 = 410;
fCentre = fClock/2/R1; % 200E3;
ReceiverParams = SpecifyReceiverParams( fSample, fCentre);

%% Loop to fit HPW to each phase value
AMP = zeros(1,5*N); % 255*ones(1,2*N);

HPW_zero = fClock/2 / fCentre / 2;
HPW2_zero = fClock/2 / fSample / 2;
HPW = HPW_zero * ones(1,5*N);
HPWtotal = 0;
HPW0sum = cumsum([HPW2_zero*ones(1,5*N)]);

flipbit = zeros(1,2*N);

% Resample, find the upsampled phase, then decimate the phase to get better
% unwrapping
phase_bb = phase(bb);
phase_bb = angle(bb);

% Begin optimizing
window = 3;
walkFun = cumsum(upsample(diff(1:length(bb)+1),100*window));
walkFun = walkFun + mod(0:length(walkFun)-1,window) - window + 2;
walkFun = min(walkFun,length(bb));
walkFun = max(1,walkFun);

k=1;
for i1 = 1:length(bb)
    deltaHPW = ones(1,window);
    mu = .1;
i3=1;
while i3 <=100 && max(abs(deltaHPW))>= 1
i3=i3+1;

for i2 = 1:window
    i = min(max(i1+i2-1,1),length(bb));
    HPWsum = cumsum([0, HPW]);
    % HPW phasediff = mod(HPWsum(i)−160,320)+160;

    % While using valid k, and
    % while the current HPW cumsum is less than the RX timing cumsum
    % Use a 50% offset in RX timing to ensure HPW is sampled at a
    % reasonable point within the waveform, so that changing length
    % significantly changes phase
    k=1;
    while k<length(HPWsum)−1 && HPWsum(k+1) < HPW0sum(i)−HPW_zero/4
        k=k+1;
    end
    k2=find(HPWsum < HPW0sum(i)−HPW_zero/4 & HPWsum > HPW0sum(max(i−1,1)));

    m(i) = HPW0sum(i) − HPWsum(k);

    % Recalculate values in the plot
    bb_DTx = DTxtoBB(HPW(1:length(AMP)),AMP,TransmitterParams, ReceiverParams),%, flipbit
    phase_bbDTx = phase(bb_DTx);
    phase_bbDTx = angle(bb_DTx);

    mu = .1;
    deltaHPW(i2) = -(phase_bb(i)−phase_bbDTx(i))/(2*pi+(phase_bb(i)−phase_bbDTx(i)))*(m(i))
    HPW(k2) = HPW(k2) + mu*deltaHPW(i2);

    if HPW(k) > HPW2_zero*2 || HPW(k) < HPW2_zero/4
        HPW(k) = HPW2_zero − HPW(k);
        HPW(k) = min(max(HPW(k),HPW2_zero/4),HPW2_zero*2);
    end

    % Amplitude adjustment − choose k without halfpulse offset
k=1;
while k<length(HPWsum)−1 && HPWsum(k+1) <= HPW0sum(i)
    k=k+1;
end
AMP(k2) = asin(abs(bb(i))./max(abs(bb))) ./ (pi/2/TxampMAX);

if mod(i3,30) == 0 && i2 == 1
    % Recalculate values in the plot
    [bb_DTx,t ]= DTxtoBB(HPW(1:length(AMP)),AMP,TransmitterParams, ReceiverParams);
    phase_bbDTx = angle(bb_DTx);
    sfig(12); clf; hold on
    plot(((phase_bb))
    % plot(((phase_bbDTx))
    plot(wrapToPi(((phase(bb)))))
    plot(wrapToPi(((phase(bb_DTx))),'-.')
    drawnow
    sfig(13); clf; hold on
    plot(((phase_bb))
    plot(((phase_bbDTx)),'-.')
    xlim([max(1,i1−5) min(length(bb),i1+5)])
    drawnow
    sfig(11); plot(HPW); drawnow
    drawnow
end
end
end
%HPW = round(HPW);

TxampMAX = 2^TransmitterParams.num_amp_bits;
bb_hpwalign = spline(HPW0sum(1:length(bb)), abs(bb), HPWsum(1:length(bb)));

% Produce the DTx signal for comparision
bb_DTx = DTxtoBB(HPW(1:length(AMP)),AMP,TransmitterParams, ReceiverParams),% flipbit);
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```matlab
%% Plotting characteristics
t_rx = (1:length(bb_DTx))/ReceiverParams.sSample;
sfig(1); clf; plot(t_rx.*, real(bb_DTx))
sfig(10); clf; plot(AMP)
sfig(11); clf; plot(HPW)

sfig(12); clf; hold on
plot([phase_bb]))
plot([phase(bb_DTx)])

sfig(13); clf; hold on
plot(wrapToPi([phase_bb]))
plot(wrapToPi([phase(bb_DTx)]),’--’)

sfig(14); clf; hold on
plot(wrapToPi([phase_bb])−wrapToPi([phase(bb_DTx)(1:length(bb)).’)])

sfig(4);
plot(abs(bb)./abs(bb_DTx(1:length(bb)).’))

%% Corr properties – transmitting after the transducer
N2 = min([length(bb) length(bb_DTx)])−1;
bbcorr = xcorr(bb(1:N2));
bbdtxcorr = xcorr(bb_DTx(1:N2));

sfig(20); clf; hold on
plot(−N2+1:N2−1,20*log10(abs(bbcorr)))
plot(−N2+1:N2−1,20*log10(abs(bbdtxcorr) ./max(bbdtxcorr) *max(bbcorr)))

% plot(20*log10(abs(bbcorr)))
% plot(20*log10(abs(bbdtxcorr) ./max(bbdtxcorr) *max(bbcorr)))

%% Check against transducer – corr properties DTx before transducer
range = −length(a2)+1:length(a2)−1;
```
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\[ N_t = 50; \]
\[ [TxRxC1\text{nadir\_raw}, \text{freq}] = \text{transducer3}(N_t,[0 \ 0]); \]
\[ [TxRxC2\text{nadir\_raw}, \text{freq}] = \text{transducer3}(N_t,[0 \ 0]); \]
\[ TxRxC1\text{nadir} = TxRxC1\text{nadir\_raw}/\text{norm}(TxRxC1\text{nadir\_raw},1); \]
\[ TxRxC2\text{nadir} = TxRxC2\text{nadir\_raw}/\text{norm}(TxRxC2\text{nadir\_raw},1); \]

\[ \text{txrx\_nadir} = \text{ifft}(\text{ifftshift}(TxRxC1\text{nadir}))'; \]
\[ \text{txrx2\_nadir} = \text{ifft}(\text{ifftshift}(TxRxC2\text{nadir}))'; \]

\% fSample = 100e3;
\% fCentre = 250e3;
\[ [\text{txrx\_nadir},\text{TxRxC2\_nadir\_raw}] = \text{impulsetransducer1}(N_t,[0 \ 0],[\text{fSample}/2 \ \text{fCentre}]); \]
\[ [\text{txrx2\_nadir},\text{TxRxC2\_nadir\_raw}] = \text{impulsetransducer1}(N_t,[0 \ 0],[\text{fSample}/2 \ \text{fCentre}]); \]

\[ a2\_hpw = \text{conv}(\text{bb\_DTx}(1:\text{length(bb)}),\text{txrx2\_nadir}); \]
\[ a2\_hpw = \text{conv}(\text{bb\_DTx}(1:\text{length(bb)}),\text{txrx2\_nadir}); \]
\[ a2 = \text{conv}(\text{bb\_txrx2\_nadir}); \]
\[ \text{aa\_hpw} = \text{abs}(\text{xcorr}(a2\_hpw)); \]
\[ \text{aa} = \text{abs}(\text{xcorr}(a2)); \]
\% save a_BBtoDTx_004 HPW AMP bb bb\_DTx fSample fCentre
A.1.4 Mis-matched Filter Optimization

%% Mis−matched filter optimization
% Optimize MF for an incoming sonar code, using the CVX toolbox.
% Rajiv Pratap

M

% run '/am/rialto/home1/pratapraji/MATLAB/cvx/cvx_setup.m'
% addpath(genpath('~/Masters/matlab/rajiv/transducer/'))

M

clear all; M

% Load Digital Transmitter codes, processing their baseband signals
load('a_BBtoDTx_005'); M
b_1 = bb_DTx(1:length(bb)); M
load('b_BBtoDTx_005'); M
a_1 = bb_DTx(1:length(bb)); M

N = length(a_1); M
fClock=204.8E6; R1 = 410; M
fCentre = fClock/2/R1; M

% transducer characteristics − nadir
Nt2 = 100; M
[txrx_nadir,TxRxC1_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt2,[0 0],[fSample/2 fCentre]); M
[txrx2_nadir,TxRxC2_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt2,[0 0],[fSample/2 fCentre]); M
Nt = length(txrx_nadir); N2 = N+Nt−1; M

a = conv(a_1,txrx2_nadir); M
b = conv(b_1,txrx_nadir); M

% transducer characteristics − angled
angle_range = [60:5:70]; M
M_angle = length(angle_range); M
A_angle = []; B_angle = []; M

for i = 1:length(angle_range)

[txrx_angles(:,i),TxRxC2_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt2,[angle_range(i) 0],[fSample/2 fCentre]); M
[txrx2_angles(:,i),TxRxC2_nadir_raw] = impulsetransducer1(Nt2,[-angle_range(i) 0],[fSample/2 fCentre]); M
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\[ \text{b\_angle(:,i)} = \text{conv(b\_1,txrx\_angles(:,i))),} \]
\[ \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{B\_angle\_temp} = \text{convmtx(flip(conj(b\_angle(:,i))),N2),} \]
\[ \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{B\_angle} = [\text{B\_angle; B\_angle\_temp}], \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{clear 'TxRxC1' 'TxRxC2' 'A\_angle\_temp' 'B\_angle\_temp'}, \]
\[ \text{lobe40} = 65, \]
\[ \text{template} = \text{ones}(2*N2-1,1), \]
\[ \text{template}(N2-\text{lobe40}:N2-1) = 10^{-(-40+3)} \text{ones(length}(N2-\text{lobe40},1), \]
\[ \text{template}(N2+1:N2+\text{lobe40}) = 10^{-(-40+3)} \text{ones(length}(N2+1:N2+\text{lobe40}),1), \]
\[ \text{template2} = \text{zeros}(2*N2-1,1), \]
\[ \text{template2}(N2) = 1, \]
\[ \text{A} = \text{convmtx(flip(conj(a))),N2}, \]
\[ \text{B} = [\text{imag(A)}^{\text{-}2}+\text{real(A)}^{\text{-}2}], \]
\[ \text{% Begin optimization} \]
\[ \text{cvx\_begin} \]
\[ \text{variable x(N2) complex} \]
\[ \text{minimize( . . . \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{max(} [ . . . \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{pow(abs(A\*x-template2,2))} \text{.*template; . . . } \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{pow(abs(B\_angle\*x,2) . . . } \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{)]) } \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{cvx\_end} \]
\[ \text{% Display results and save} \]
\[ \text{h(1) = sfigure(1); clf; hold on;} \]
\[ \text{plot(-(N2-1):N2-1,20*\log10(abs(xcorr(x,a))))} \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{for} \ i=1:M\_angle \]
\[ \text{plot(-(N2-1):N2-1,20*\log10(abs(xcorr(x,b\_angle(:,i)))))} \hat{M} \]
\[ \text{end} \]
\[ \text{title('CVX MF properties for code b, and its detection against x')} \hat{M} \]
zoom on; grid on; ylim([-60 0])

save cvx_optimized_MF_bx_cross_BBtoDTx005 x

saveas(h(1),fullfile(sprintf('CorrProperties_CVX_MF_bx_cross_BBtoDTx005'),'fig'))

saveas(h(1),fullfile(sprintf('CorrProperties_CVX_MF_bx_cross_BBtoDTx005'),'png'))
A.1.5 Mis-Matched Filter Gradient Optimization

% Optimization of Matched Filter coefficients for detecting received code a

clear all;

% Can swap b and a to choose which to optimize
% load('/am/rialto/home1/pratapraji/Masters/matlab/marco/a_BBtoDTx_004.mat');
% b_1 = bb_DTx(1:1600).';
% load('/am/rialto/home1/pratapraji/Masters/matlab/marco/b_BBtoDTx_004.mat');
% a_1 = bb_DTx(1:1600).';

% load('/u/students/pratapraji/Masters/matlab/rajiv/TransducerAngleRange/Figures004/v_set.mat');
% N = length(v)/4;
% Nt = 50;
% N2 = N+Nt-1;
% a_1 = v(1:N)+1j*v(N+1:2*N);
% b_1 = v(2*N+1:3*N)+1j*v(3*N+1:4*N);

N = 200; Nt = 50; N2 = N+Nt-1; % Max appears to be N=2000
a_1 = randn(N,1) + 1j*randn(N,1);
b_1 = randn(N,1) + 1j*randn(N,1);
powerSkew = ((1:N)/(.1*N)).*exp(-1:N)/(1:N)).';
powerSkew = powerSkew./norm(powerSkew);
a_1 = a_1./abs(a_1).*powerSkew;
b_1 = b_1./abs(b_1).*powerSkew;

N = length(a_1);
Nt = 50; N2 = N+Nt-1;
lobe40 = 105;

% Transducer characterised
Nt = 50;
[TxRx1_nadir_raw, ~, freq] = transducer3(Nt,[0 0]);
[TxRx2_nadir_raw, ~, ~] = transducer3(Nt,[0 0]);
TxRx1_nadir = TxRx1_nadir_raw./norm(TxRx1_nadir_raw,1);
TxRx2_nadir = TxRx2_nadir_raw./norm(TxRx2_nadir_raw,1);
txrx_nadir = ifft(ifftshift(TxRx1_nadir))';
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txrx2_nadir = ifft(ifftshift(TxRxC2_nadir))';

a = conv(a_1,txrx2_nadir);
b = conv(b_1,txrx_nadir);

% Angled transducers characterised
angle_range = [60:5:70];
M_angle = length(angle_range);
fors = 1:length(angle_range)
    [TxRxC1(:,:,i), ~, ~] = transducer3(Nt,[angle_range(i) 0]);
    [TxRxC2(:,:,i), ~, ~] = transducer3(Nt,[-angle_range(i) 0]);
    [TxRxC2(:,:,i), ~, ~] = transducer3(Nt,[angle_range(length(angle_range)-i+1) 0]);
    TxRxC1(:,:,i) = TxRxC1(:,:,i)./norm(TxRxC1_nadir_raw,1);
    TxRxC2(:,:,i) = TxRxC2(:,:,i)./norm(TxRxC2_nadir_raw,1);
    Nt = 50;
    txrx2_angles(:,:,i) = ifft(ifftshift(TxRxC1(:,:,i)))';
    txrx2_angles(:,:,i) = ifft(ifftshift(TxRxC2(:,:,i)))';

    a_angle(:,i) = conv(a_1,txrx2_angles(:,:,i));
    b_angle(:,i) = conv(b_1,txrx2_angles(:,:,i));

    a_angle(:,i) = a_angle(:,i)./norm(a);
    b_angle(:,i) = b_angle(:,i)./norm(b);
end

a=a./norm(a);
b=b./norm(b);

% Start point of optimization variable x as the optimal MF coefficients
% for SNR detection (autocorrelation)
x = a;

% Loop for optimizing x
mu=.05;
steps = Inf;%1e6;
template1 = zeros(2*N2-1,1);
template1(N2) = 1;

template2 = ones(2*N2-1,1);
template2(N2-lobe40:N2+lobe40) = 10^((-40+3)/20);
template2(N2) = 1;

for i=1:steps
    % Defining error, and correcting error regions
    xa1 = xcorr(x,a);
    xa = (xa1-template1).*template2;
    for i1=1:size(b_angle,2)
        xb_angle(:,i1) = xcorr(x,b_angle(:,i1));
    end

    xcorr_vector = [xa; reshape(xb_angle,[],1)];
    [~, e_corr_ndx] = max(abs(xcorr_vector));
    e_corr = xcorr_vector(e_corr_ndx);

    G_ax = zeros(N2,1); % Gradient due to correlation in A
    G_bx = zeros(N2,1); % Gradient due to correlation in B
    if e_corr_ndx == N2 % Centre autocorr error
        G_ax = e_corr*a;
    elseif e_corr_ndx <= 2*N2-1 % Non-centre autocorr error
        shift = e_corr_ndx-N2;
        if shift < 0
            G_ax = (e_corr)*([a(1-shift:end); zeros(-shift,1)]);
        else % shift > 0
            G_ax = (e_corr)*([zeros(shift,1);a(1:end-shift)]);
        end
        G_bx = zeros(N2,1);
    else % cross corr error
        shift = mod(e_corr_ndx-1,2*N2-1)+1-N2;
        i1 = 1+floor(e_corr_ndx/(2*N2-1));

        if shift < 0
            G_bx = (e_corr)*([b_angle(1-shift:end,i1); zeros(-shift,1)]);
        else % shift > 0
            G_bx = (e_corr)*([zeros(shift,1);b_angle(1:end-shift,i1)]);
        end
    end
end
else \% \texttt{shift} > 0
\begin{align*}
\text{G}_b x &= (e_{\text{corr}}) \ast ([\text{zeros}(\text{shift},1); b_{\text{angle}}(1:\text{end}-\text{shift},i1)])
\end{align*}
\end{align*}
end
end

\begin{align*}
x &= x - \mu (G_{ax} + G_{bx});
\end{align*}

\% Plotting during optimization
\begin{align*}
\text{if} \ \text{mod}(i,1000) == 0
\begin{align*}
\text{sfig}(1); \text{plot}(-N2+1:N2-1,20*\log_{10}([xa1 \text{ } xb_{\text{angle}}])); \\text{ylim}([-60 \text{ } 0]); \text{title}(\text{sprintf('Steps: %d',i)})
\text{sfig}(2); \text{plot}([a \text{ } b \text{ } x])
\text{drawnow}
\end{align*}
\end{align*}
\end{align*}
end
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